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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The trading stamp is a unique promotional device 
used primarily by retailers to increas e sales volume. 
In reality, trading stamps are a form of premium coupon. 
Their use is not new, as stamps were in existence before 
1900; 1 but never b efore have they enjoyed the distri­
bution and interest that they do today. It is estimated 
that retailers pay some $500,000,000.00 for stamps and 
that over 50 per cent of famili es in the United States 
are saving them. 2 Both Life and Business week have 
recognized the tremendous expansion in the industry, with 
articles describing the "boom." 3,4 
The reason for this recent expansion has been the 
use of stamps in supermarkets and a favorable retail 
1"100 Years of.' Premiums," Premium Practice, June, 
1951, p. 40. 
2Albert Haring and Wallace O. Yoder, Trading Stamp 
Practice and Pricing Policy, (Bloomington: Bureau of 
Business Research, Indiana University, 1958), p. 19. 
3"Trading St amps: Bane or Boon'!," Business W eek, 
May 19, 1956, p. 43. 
4r•Trading Stamps Become a Sticky National Question," 
Life, March 4, 1957, pp. 114-116. 
2 
climate. 5 The widespread use of stamps in supermarkets 
enabled housewives to obtain premiums more rapidly and 
established stamps as more than a passing fad. The 
tightening of competition, the standardization of r etail 
outlets, and a more mobile customer created a need for 
retailers to differentiate their stores. Stamps answered 
this need as a highly effective -promotion. 
The growth of stamps in Memphis properly reflects 
this rapid nationwide expansion of the industry. In 
19.54, a few discount gasoline companies used this type 
of premium coupon w hile groceries, drug stores, and 
cleaners used other promotions. Today, six years later, 
the market is nearly saturated with approximately three 
hundred retailers giving stamps. The merchants in Memphis 
are interested in learning more about the power and signi­
ficance of the promotion.6 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to provide a better 
understanding of the status, usage, and effects of trading 
5Eugene R. Beem, "Who Profits from Trading Stamps?," 
Harvard Business Review, November-December, 1957, p. 124. 
6J. R. Mann, Vice President of Quality Stamp Company, 
Personal Interview. 
3 
stamps in Memphis by synthesizing existing data and by 
contributing original research on developments in the 
city, particularly the practice of extra stamping. Extra 
stamping is a relatively new procedure in food merchan­
di sing in Memphis and an area in which little research 
has been done. 7 Special emphasis will be given to the 
use and the effectiveness of extra stamping in promoting 
specific items or brands within a store and as a loss 
leader. This study of extra stamping will constitute 
perhaps the author's most important contribution to a 
better understanding of recent developments in the trading 
stamp field. 
Information will be presented which should be valuable 
to merchants, consumers, stamp dealers, and other interested 
parties on the historical, legal, and economic forces 
that affect trading stamp status, the operational proce­
dures which channel stamps through the market, and the 
considerations necessary for managerial decisions by retail 
merchants and other business interests affected by the 
promotion. Merchants especially need to understand (1) 
stamp company operations and selling techniques, (2) the 
7Eugene R. Beem, Economist for The Sperry and 
Hutchinson Company, New York, Personal Letter. 
4 
features of trading stamp plans and substitute non-stamp 
plans, (3) the advantages and disadvantages of trading 
stamps, (4} the qualifications necessary for successful 
stamp promotion by stamp vendors, (5) the basis for 
evaluating stamp companies, and (6) the methods of 
utilizing the promotion to better advantage. 
II. IMPORTANCE OF THE S'rUDY 
Although much objective work has been done in the 
last few years toward a better understanding of stamps, 
there remains a constant need to review, analyze, com-
pare, and add to this knowledge. Stamps are dynamic, and 
up-to-date research from different vantage points is 
valuable. So far, no objective study encompassing stamps 
in their various aspects has been done in Memphis, and 
information from other areas fast becomes out of date. 
The importance of stamps in the economy itself must be 
emphasized. Stamps are powerful enough in many cases to 
ruin a competitor or double the sales of a business.8 
Nearly three hundred merchants have stamp plans in this 
city, and there have been and will be repercussions and 
changes. A promotion so important deserves constant attention. 
Be. M. Byron, "Trading Stamps--Menacef or Magic'l," 
The Voluntary and Cooperative Groups Magazine, March, 1954, 
�l. 
5 
Memphis affords a promising field to study stamps. 
In January, 1955, no grocery stores and few standard 
priced gasoline stations had stamps. Within seven months 
from that date, The Quality Stamp Company and Top Value 
Enterprises installed over two hundred new accounts.9 
The rest of the stamp history of Memphis also followed 
a dynamic, interesting course, as will be shown later in 
this thesis. Today, Memphis has approximately sixty-five 
grocery outlets and nearly two hundred filli ng stations 
giving stamps. There are ten redemption centers in the 
city. Stamps are big in the competitive picture. 
According to Dr. Eugene R. Beem, Economist for The 
Sperry and Hutchinson Company, an important neglected area 
of study is the "impact of extra stamping on the market 
share within a store of specific brands." There 1 s evidence, 
too, that this extra stamping is an extremely effective 
method of consumer sampling. Re search in this area should 
prove quite val uable.10 
9J. R. Mann, Int er view, loc. oit. 
l�ugene R. Beem, letter, loc. cit. 
6 
I II. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Trading Stamp - "A printed stamp with a certain value, 
given as a premium by a dealer to a customer and usable 
instead of money in procuring articles from the issuers 
of the st amp. nll 
Premimn - "A 'prize' or 'reward'. In this study, 
•premium' will be used to designate the physical objects 
bought with the stamps. 11 12 
Sta!!!E Company - The company that sells and redeems 
trading stamps. 
Retail Vendor - This term will be used to designate 
the merchant who buys from the stamp company and issues 
stamps to his customers. 
Extra Stamping - The pre.ct ice of giving more stamps 
to consumers than the suggested normal amount specified in 
the contract between the stamp company and the retail vendor. 
Fair Trade Laws - In almost every state, legislation 
legalizing the privilege of manufacturers of a branded good 
in open competition to sign contracts with retailers in 
11Webster 1 s New International Dictionary 2nd. Ed., 
(Springfield: �oro:-c. Merrion Company, 1954.) 
12Ibid. 
order to maintain retail price maintenance has been 
passed. A non-signers' clause binds other merchants as 
soon as they are notified. Texas, Vermont, Missouri, 
and the District of Columbia do not have these laws. 13 
7 
Unfair Sales and Practice Acts - These laws purpose 
to give the retailer relief from predatory price cutting. 
The usual provisions specify a minimum mark-up on cost.14 
Escheat Laws - Laws providing that unclaimed property 
can be forfeited to the state. In stamp legislation, 
escheat laws refer to the right of the state to claim an 
amount from stamp companies equal to their stamp liability 
account.15 
IV. SCOPE 
While this study will be focused on trading stamps 
in Memphis, a broader approach will be used so that the 
local picture can be more clearly understood. Stamp 
history will be reviewed in its' national and local scope 
to ascertain the influences that have affected the status 
13nelbert J. Duncan and Charles F. Phillips, Retailing 
Principles and Methods, ,3rd Ed. , (Chicago: Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc. -;-1951), p. 392. 
14:rbid. , p. 396. 
15webster 1 s New International Dictionary, .!.2£. cit. 
8 
of the promotion. Legal attempts to outlaw stamps in 
other states will be analyzed to provide information on 
what _could happen in Tennessee, and what did happen in 
Tennessee will be examined as typical of past legislative 
attempts. Again both sources in Memphis and sources 
outside of Memphis will be used to examine economic . 
implications and to appraise st amps. The study of opera­
tions will center on the procedures used by stamp companies 
in Memphis and original research on extra stamping will 
be limited entirely to food merchandising in the city. 
V. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Although much of this thesis was written from informa­
tion obtained from personal conversations with stamp 
officials, consumers, merchants, and lawyers, available 
literature has been the basis for the historical, legal, 
and appraisal chapters. Writings on stamps are scattered 
through periodicals, published in pamphlet form, printed 
from speeches and e ven bound into a hard cover book, which 
is outlined under this heading. Since most literature 
contributes to more than one aspect of stamps, the more 
important sources are reviewed below in chronological 
order and identified as to contributions. 
Articles and Speeches 
"Premiums in Retail Trade·,n an article written in 
1905 by I. M. Rubinow, is the oldest literature found 
9 
on stamps. Mr. Rubinow showed surprising insight by 
writing such.an informative article at that · time •. Stamps 
a.re discussed as a form of advertising, and their advan­
tages over usual premium promotions are pointed out.· 
The operation of a typical stamp plan is traced, and the 
popularity cycle of stamps rrom their inception in New 
York to a point of market saturation is revealed. Included, 
also, is an outline of the provisions of the New York Law 
· of 1 904, (quoted in Chapter III), perhaps the first law 
on stamps to be passai and declared unconstitutional •16 
Page 381 of the 1915 Volume of Sunset contains an 
old-fashioned Sperry and Hutchinson Company advertisement, 
similar in verbal appeal to advertising of today. On 
page 857 the unconstitutional·ity of a law passed by Oregon 
is reviewed. Sunset argues for a liberal view toward 
trading s tamps, expressing why it would be a curtailment of 
basic business freedom to legislate them out of operation. 17 
161. M. Rubinow, "Premiums in Retail Trade," Journal 
of Political Economy, 13:574-586, Sept ember, 1905. 
l7 uThe Trading Stamp Stays in Oregon," Sunset, XXXV 
(N ovember, 1915), 852 ft. 
10 
"The Economics and Legality of Premium Giving, " 
written in 1916 by C. F. Duncan, includes the Supreme 
Cour·t decision rev er sing lower court decisions and 
declaring the license tax on stamps valid. Included, 
also, is a functional breakdown of stamp handling, a 
statement of the 1916 size of Sperry and Hutchinson, and 
a singling out of the major organizations of the day 
opposing stamps. The real value of the article, however, 
is a listing of current arguments for and against stamps. 
This listing is dissimilar only in minor points from 
recent listings of arguments on both sides.18 
"Are �rading Stamps a Fraud?", written in 1917 by 
David Shelton Kennedy, begins with an exposition of the 
size of the premium business in the United States. After 
using figures to express the growing importance of the 
premiwn business, Mr. Kennedy condemns stamps and premiums 
in unmistakable terms. Many reasons are advanced why 
stamps benefit only the stamp company, and a lashing 
attack on stamp operators attests further to the bias of 
the article. Mr. Kennedy does, however, support points 
of his attack with data obtained from a sampling study on 
coupons.19 
18c. F. Duncan, "The Economics and Legality of Premium 
Giving," Journal of Political Ee onomy, 24s 921-.50, December 
16, 1916. 
19oavid Shelton Kennedy, "Are Trading Stamps a Fraud'l", 
11 
Charles Wesley Dunn, of the New York Bar Association, 
in 1934 summarized stamp legal history in "The Legel 
Status oi.' Premium Advertising." This article is important 
because it sets forth the failure of most anti-stamp 
legislation to pass state constitutionality tests.20 
C. M. Byron, executive for the Volt.mtary and Co­
operative Groups (food stores}, testified in his 1954 
article, "Trading Stamps--Menace? or Magic?", as to why 
he reversed_his previous position to become an advocate 
oi.' stamps. To support this testimony, he produces a 
convincing table of store sales before and after stamps. 
He cites the arguments against stamps but emphasizes the 
important ar guments for stamps. 21 
"Trading Stamps and the Competitive Economy" is a 
resume of testimony by Dr. Charles F. Phillips, Economist 
and President of Bates College, before the Subcommittee 
on Consumer Study of the House Committee on Agriculture, 
New York City, October 9, 1957. Dr. Phil lips defends 
stamps as a legitimate part of our competitive economy. 
The Forum, LVIII, (August, 1917), 247-252. 
20cnarles Wesley Dunn, "The Legal Status of Premium 
Advertising," Printer's Ink weekly, July 28, 1932, pp. 56-57. 
21c. M. Byron, .Q.E• cit. 
12 
He cites studies which have indicated stamps' effect on 
prices and retail failure to support his conclusions that 
stamps are not a predatory method of competition.22 
"Who Profits From Trading Stamps'l", written by Dr. 
Eugene R. Beem, Economist for The Sperry and Hutchinson 
Company, in 1957, is a well-knit collection of tacts 
and figures arranged to answer the question. Dr. Beem 
traces the success of stamps and explains the importance 
of stamps from the viewpoint of each group affected. 
Conclusions are pro-stamp. A "leveling off" of stamp 
activity was forecast.23 
"The Impact of Consumer Premiums on Marketing Efficiency" 
is also by Dr. Eugene R. Beem and appeared in July, 1958. 
Dr. Beem suggests that premitUn giving is a way of moving 
merchandise to consumers at minimum marketing margin, and 
that premiums are not generally a camouflage for undercover 
price increases. The argument strengthens the case for 
premium promotion in the economy. 24 
22charles F. Phillips, "Trading Stamps and the Com­
petitive Economy," an address before the House Conmittee on 
Agriculture, New York City, October, 1957. Reprints avail­
able from The Sperry and Hutchinson Company, 114 Fifth 
Avenue, New York, New York. 
2�ugene R. Beem, "Who Profits From Trading Stamps?", 
.2E• cit. 
24Eugene R. Beem, "The Impact of Consumer Premiums on 
Marketing Efficiency, " Journal of Marketing, 23: 17-24. 
July, 1958. 
13 
"The Outlook for Trading Stamps" was an address given 
by Dr. Eugene R. Beem in behalf of the Sperry and Hutchinson 
Company before the Northern California Chapter of the 
American Marketing Association. He specifically included 
a short background history of stamps and his forecast for 
the future of stamps in the United States; he emphasized, 
however, the reasons why he believes stamps will continue 
successfully: (1) their psychological appeal, (2) their 
potential in department stores, and (3) the failure of 
anti-stamp legislation. He also states five prerequisites 
for the effecti,ve use of trading stamps by retailers: 
(1) excess cape.city, (2) "non-competitive equality," (3) 
participation in exclusiveness with non-competitive retailers, 
(4) effective promotion of the promotion itself, and (5) 
the presence of additional sales potential.25 
Supermarket News is one of the more important trade 
papers of the retail grocery field and frequently carries 
current legal and competitive information on stamps. The 
dynamic spread of stamps into new areas is traced in 
successive issues of this publication. 
25:mugene R. Beem, "The Outlook for Trading St amps," 
an address before the American Marketing Association's 
Northern California Chapter, November 20, 1958. Copies 
available from the Sperry and Hutchinson C ompany, 114 
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. 
14 
Eureka Trading Stamp Quarterly, which· appeared first 
in January, 1955, is the only periodical found devoted 
entirely to trading stamps. This quarterly is the trade 
publication for the stamp companies and suggests ideas 
on stamp operations; such as: (1) the proper care of 
trading stamps, (2) advertising suggestions for stamp 
companies, and (3) selling techniques. 
Advertising Age, a weekly periodical, gives current 
· information on stamps in nearly every is sue. "Mortality 
Rate of Anti-Stamp Bi�ls Was High in 1955, t' in the July 
25, 1955, issue summarizes the peak year for anti-stamp 
legislation in tabular form. The many short articles 
since this issue give an account of every major legal 
issue involving stamps. 
Books and Formal Investigations 
T radirw; Stamps is a business report of Indiana School 
of Business, based on Dr. Harvey L. Vredenburg's doctorial 
thesis. Written in 1955, this unbiased report is more 
thorough than any previous work on stamps. Dr. Vredenburg 
gives a unified explanation of the different areas of 
stamps, emphasizing the "phenominal 11 expansion since 19.50, 
the 1955 level of stamp activity, the controversial 
aspects, and factors merchants should consider in a 
decision on a stamp promotion.26 
"Trading Stamps and Their Impact on Food Prices" 
15 
is a study done by the United States Department of Agri­
culture, which is particularly important because it is 
a supposedly unbiased, detailed study of trading stamps' 
effect on food prices. The report also includes evidence 
for summarizing (1) the effects of trading stamps on 
consumers, (2) the effects of trading stamps on retailers, 
and (3) the effects of trading stamps on farm prices. 
This study has been widely quoted by stamp interests in 
defense of the promotion.27 
"Trading Stamp Practice and Pricing Policy, " Indiana 
Business Report No. 27, 19.58, is the most significant work 
accomplished on stamps to date. This book represents the 
concerted research of several educators and was financed 
by a grant from the Foundation for Business and Economic 
26a:arvey L. Vredenburg, Trading Stamps, (Bloomington: 
Bureau of Business Research, Indiana University), 1956. 
27Agricultural Marketing Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Trading Stamps and Their Impact 
on Food Prices, (Marketing Research Report No. 295) 
Washington D.  C., December, 1958. 
? 
16 
Studies. The book goes thoroughly into many of the more 
important questions raised by stamps and presents objective 
evidence to support conclusions. Below is a list of the 
areas receiving special consideration: 
1.  Influence of trading stamps on retail 
advertising patterns and practices. 
2. Impact of trading stamps on advertising 
media. 
3. Effect of trading stamps on prices and 
retail pricing practices. 
4. Effectiveness of trading stamps as a 
competitive tool. 
5. Effect of trading stamps on retail promo­
tional pro gr ams. 
6. Influence of trading stamps on women's 
shopping habits. 
7. Consumer interest in trading stamps and 
patterns of collection. 
The conclusions generally are favorable to stamps' 
position in the economy.28 
V I. METHODS OF PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA 
Most of the information which does not directly 
involve Memphis has been gathered from secondary source 
material. Because there was little secondary source 
28 Albert Haring and Wallace O. Yoder, .2.E• cit. 
17 
material available· on extra stamping an� other develop­
ments in Memphis, primary investigation from interviews 
was necessary. Direct interviews were used to ascertain 
attitudes toward stamps and sampling to determine the 
promotional significance of extra stamping. 
VII. ANALYSIS AND ORGANIZATION 
This study includes History, ( Chapter II), Legal 
Developments, (III), Operations, (IV), Extra Stamping 
in Memphis, (V), Appraisal, (VI), and Conclusion, (VII). 
These divisions cannot have precise limits because of 
interrelation. Appraisal, for example, involves law; 
and law involves history. Another analysis might con­
tain a breakdown by groups affected. These include: 
( 1) the consumer, (2) the stamp company, (3) the merchant 
vendor, and (4) the merchant competitor. The former six 
headings, however, constitute the most direct approach; 
so they were used as major divisions of this thesis. 
Historical discussion adheres to chronological order. 
Chapter II includes the early developments in the industry, 
the influence of war and depression, and the present 
position of stamps in the economy. One section is devoted 
to Memphis' stamp history and another to a discussion of 
the stamp cycle. 
18 
Legal Developments involves a review of important 
past cases, for legal history is the basis for future 
decisions. A Tennessee law, which was declared unconsti­
tutional, is examined as typical of legislative attempts 
in the nineteen-fifties. 
Operations discloses the machinery that moves stamps 
from their inception as an idea to their destruction with 
the redeemed coupon books. Chapter IV emphasizes each 
participant's part in the movement. The chapter contains 
marketing methods, advertising, and selling procedures. 
Besides an analysis of a typical stamp plan, atypical 
and competitive alternative plans are revealed. 
Extra Stamping in Memphis includes the tabulated 
results with discussion of research on extra stamping in 
Memphis food stores. This chapter attempts to measure 
the effectiveness of extra stamping in moving specific 
products within a store and es a loss leader. Extra 
stamping in its effect on competitive products and as 
a business stabilizer is also discussed. 
Appraisal is an evaluation of stamps from the point 
of view of each group affected. The implication of stamps 
to the economy as a whole is shown. 
Conclusion contains both a summarization of findings 
and a subjective analysis of the human attitudes behind the 
promotion. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY 
I. BEGINNINGS OF THE !NI)USTRY 
Since the beginning of mercantile history, merchants 
have been giving gifts to create good will and to attract 
patronage. Stamps are a refined product of the evolution 
of this idea. Benjamin T. Babbit, in 1851, became signi­
ficant in this evolution by putting redeemable coupons 
inside of soap wrappers.1 This procedure, which estab­
lished premium advertising in America, proved profitable 
and spread to other businesses. After the Civil war, 
two cigar companies, United Cigar Stores Company and 
Schulte Cigar Stores, experimented by giving coupons as 
a discount for cash. This increased sales volume so 
successfully that both companies rose to prominence in 
the tobacco industry.2 
In 1891, Schuster' s Department Store in Milwaukee 
devised the first real trading stamps in America by 
issuing gummed "coupons" to be pasted in a provided book 
la obert Brenner, "B. T. Babbit' s St ore, " Premium 
Practice, June, 1951, p. 41. ---
2Harvey L. Vredenburg, Trading Stamps, (Bloomington: 
Bureau of Business Research, Indiana University, 1956), 
p. 13. 
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and redeemed for cash in the store.3 Five years later, 
Thomas A. Sperry and Shelby B. Hutchinson developed the 
first independent stamp company in.Bridgeport, Connecticut. 4 
This concept of an independent stamp company was a 
further refinement. It encouraged concerted stamp giving 
by groups of non-competitive retailers. Combined stamp 
giving gave the program strength. The housewife who 
formerly had had to save coupons on individual or grouped 
items could now save stamps on total purchases from many 
stores. By shopping in the stores which offered stamps, 
she could contribute the majority of her monthly income 
toward one, more valuable, premium. 5 
When The Sperry and Hutchinson Company formulated 
stamp procedure and policy prior to their incorporation 
in 1900, they set a pattern of operations which essentially 
is used today by themselves and many of their competitors. 
They advertised the idea as a discount for cash, they 
allowed one stamp for every ten cents of purchase, they 
�id.' p. 14. 
4Joseph Nathan Kane, Famous First Facts, (New York: 
The H. W. Wilson Company, 19$0), �60. 
-'I. M. Rubinow, "Premiums in Retail Trade," Journal 
of Political Economy, 13:574-586, September, 1905: 
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provided books in whi ch to save the stamps; and they set 
up attractive redemption centers in convenient locations 
with quality merchandise.6 
The experiment .filled the cash boxes, .for the house­
wives liked the idea. Stamps were "in" and within a few 
years began to spread over the nation. 
II. THE FIRST STAMP CYCLE 
As stamps spread toward the West and South at the 
turn of the century, stamp vendors in the more mature 
northern markets began to experience vigorous competition. 
Part of stamp company policy involves granting of exclusive 
ri ghts to only one merchant of each retail category in 
a competitive area. Although this policy made the program 
more effective in the short run for the vending merchant, 
the needs of his competitors provoked imitation; and the 
idea could not be patented. Soon stamps began to appear 
in rainbow varieties and a "status quo" market saturation 
was established. 
6Eugene R. Beem, The Outlook .for Trading Stamps, 
Resume of a talk given before the American Marketing 
Association, Northern Cali.fornia Chapter, November 20, 
1958. Copies available from the Sperry and Hutchinson 
Company, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. 
Stamps which depended on their exclusiveness for 
their effectiveness began to neutralize each other and 
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to constitute a continual drain on the profits of the 
retail vendor. Since each store had similar programs, 
stamps lost their power as a patronage motive in many 
cities . Soon double stamps and even triple stamps 
appeared on the market. This led again to neutralization 
of consumer appeal, more expense, and lower profits, when 
imitated by competition. 
Such situations stirred merchants to combine for 
concerted action agai nst stamp companies, which seemed to 
them parasitical third parties. This often culminated in 
agr-eement to drop stamps simultaneously or in an attempt 
to promote anti-st a.mp legislation. Consumers grew tired 
of saving stamps after the novelty disappeared . Despite 
the causes, the flood o� stamps normally subsided to its 
proper bounds . According to Mrs . Lorena Abbot of the 
Memphis Retail Grocers Association, these cycles have taken 
place in the past in many cities . 7 
The unpopularity of stamps among the ·merchants found 
expression in New York's proposed law of 1904. This law, 
7torena Abbot, Executive Secretary of Memphis Retail 
Grocers Association, Jersonal Interview. 
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which made cash redemption mandatory and stipulated that 
stamps must be redeemed in small lots, was fotUld unconsti­
tutiona1.8 Stamps remained in New York. 
III. THE SPREAD OF STAMPS THROUGH THE NATION 
Stamps spread · quickly throughout the country between 
1900 and 1905, as the idea proved profitable. Although 
. The Sperry and Hutchinson Company retained its supremacy, 
both reputable and disreputable imitators established 
rival stamp companies. 9 In 1903, for instance, the Eagle 
Stamp Company of St. Louis was ·founded in connection with 
the now designated Famous Barr Store. This company was 
established on service attitudes and principles which 
have fostered its existence for more than fifty years. 10 
Montgomery Ward attempted a variation of the stamp plan 
in 1905. 11 
Reliable companies, however, were exceptional, for 
it was during these earlier years that abusive practices 
damaged the reputation of stamps. Dozens of "fly-by-nighters, " 
Br . M. Rubinow, loc. cit. 
9s .  L. Wisebart, President of Eagle Stamp Co., St. 
Louis, personal interview. 
10see Chapter V, "Evaluating Stamp Companies. " 
llRalph Levi ton, "Se ars Joins Stamp Parade, " Retailing 
Daily, June 15, 195.5, p. l.  
interested in quick momentary profits on insufficient 
capital, appeared to exploit the situation. Many such 
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companies, at inception, expect a low redemption rate or 
plan to discontinue operations after a short period. 
Some have cleverly concealed redemption centers to escape 
obligation. The first few months of saving a new company' s 
stamps represent a period of accumulation, because it 
takes time to acquire enough stamps for a worthwhile 
premium. When this period is over, housewives begin to 
cash in their books of stamps. To some "fly-by-nighters," 
this entailed a deluge of obligations too large to ful­
fill. The companies consequently closed without redeeming 
the stamps. Another abuse of the day was the giving of 
inferior premiums or premiwns other th.an advertised. 12 
Unfortunately, the attitude was often exploitation rather 
than service and, although such practices have not been 
as common recently, stamps have had difficulty recovering 
their reputation. 13 
Stamps from their inc eption were popular with the 
housewife ; this destined them to become national. By 1915 
12 11 stam.p Stampede," Wall Street Journal, New York , 
August 18·, 19.53, p. l. 
-
13s • L. Wise b art , Int ervi e w, lo c. cit • 
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s t amp s  were used  as far nor thwest as Oregon. 14 An 
examinat i on of The Sp erry and H ut chins on C ompany r ev e al s  
that t h e  company had " mushroomed " t hr oug hout t he c o untry . 
In 1916 they h ad i s sued 21 . 5  bil lion st amps and rede eme d 
8 4 per c ent ( ac cording to  their st at ement ) .  It wa s als o  
es timat ed t hat t en mil l i on peopl e col lect ed t h eir st am.p s 
and c oupons . They had c ont ribut ed signifi c ant ly to  t he 
wi de spr e ad growt h of premium . ad vert i s ing in the d e c ade . 15 
On e nat i onwid e  s urvey, t aken in 1 9 1 7 ,  repre s ent ed 1 3 , 672 
home s .  In wel l  o ver. 50 per c ent of t hes e homes pr emium 
co upons wer e b eing c ol l e ct ed .  I n  C inc innat i  the averag e  
was 7 0 p er c ent . The st udy conc l uded by e s t imat ing that : 
"Mor e  t han half of th e t wenty mi llion famil i e s  in the 
Unit ed St at e s  have at l east one st amp collect or in t he 
gro up .  u l 6  
I V .  REVERSES DUE T O  WAR AND DE PR ES S ION 
In 1 916 the Fe der al Supr eme Court uph eld th e const i ­
t ut ional it y o f  st at e  li c ens e t ax on st amp s , 17 but t h e  war 
14"The Tr ading St amp S t ays in O r eg on, " S uns et ,  
35 : 852 -853 , Augu st , 1915 .  
15c .  F .  Dunc an, "The Ec onomic s and Leg ality o f  Pr emium 
Giving , "  Journal of Polit ical Ec onomy ,  24 : 923, D e c emb er , 1916 .  
1 6navid Sh elton Kennedy , "Ar e  Tr ading St amps a Fr aud? " ,  
T he Forum, 58 : 247 -252 , July ,  191 7 . 
17c . F . Duncan, .2E •  c it . , p . 923 . 
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constituted a more serio us reverse .  The use of premiums 
in all forms was significantly curtailed during World 
War r .18 Many stamp companies collapsed whil e others 
decreased operations or changed the type of premium . 
Defense cutbacks on materials, a seller • s  market, and an 
inflationary spiral have never been conducive to effective 
stamp promotion. A scarcely better atmosphere w as created 
as prosperity reached its zenith after the war. Stamps 
usually accompany a sick market, a market r equiring stimu­
lations. The depression provided a market that was too 
sick ; many businesses ceased operations, and only an 
operating vendor could use stamps . While The Sp erry and 
Hutchinson Company advanc ed after 1931 ,
19 
The Eagle Stamp 
Company of St. Louis suffered their only sales decline 
during the depression . Stamp companies w ere still operating; 
people in some lo calities even us ed them as a mediwn of 
exchange when the banks failed, but general activity - was 
low.20 In recovery years, stamps fell behind other forms 
of premium advertising . While premium pl ans "boomed," 
18irarry L .  Hanson, "Premium Merchandising," Harvard 
Business Review, 19 : 185-196, January, _ 1941. 
l9 11 scorned in Boom Days Coupons and Trading Stamps 
R eturn, " Business Week, February 10 ,  1932 , p. 12. 
20 s. L . Wisebart, Intervi ew, loc . cit .  
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stamps recuperated, but more slowly. A survey made by 
the National Retail Dry Goods Ass ociation in 19 .34 
indicated that only 14 per cent of its members used 
trading stamps. Harry L. Hanson of Harvard states of the 
post-depression period: "we have no measure of their 
use by small retailers, but certainly they are not an 
.important part of retail sales promotion as a whole."21 
Stamps had scarcely recovered from the First World 
War and depression when World War I I  began. Premium 
plans were again seriously curtailed. With the w ar  effort 
in full swing end almost everything, including necessities, 
difficult to obtain, there was little need of competitive 
promotion. The Sperry and Hutchinson Company and The 
Eagle Stamp Company maintained operations during these 
years, b�t many local firms collapsed. Immediately 
following the war there was a period of business expansion 
to accommodate high demand. Accumulated cash was being 
spent, and it was still a seller 's market unfavorable to 
stamps. 
V. POSTWAR PROSPER ITY 
After the "sellers" market of World War II , stamp 
companies dramatically increased operations to initiate 
21Harry L. Hanson, .QE• cit. , p. 189. 
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the biggest "boom11 in stamp hi�t ory. Factors behind the 
tremendous expansion in the nineteen-fifties were : 
( 1 )  overexpansion of retail outlets had led to increased 
competition, (2 } court decisions had weakened retail price 
maintenance laws, (3) stores had become more standardized 
in their appeal to customers, (4 ) cars were becoming more 
widespread in shopping, and (5 ) ·stamp companies refined 
their selling and promotional methods.22 The competitive 
climate could hardly have been better. 
In 1951 a Denver supermarket operator experimented 
by giving stamps. Pri or to this time, stamps were thought 
impractical for supermarkets because their price often 
exceeded net profit margins; but since supermarkets have 
a high fixed cost to total cost ratio , a slight increase 
in volwne can cause significant gains in net profit.23 
The experiment was highly profitable , and this success 
story started a chain reaction through the nation. In one 
year, August ., 1952, to August, 1953, trading s tamps in food 
stores rose at least 50 per cent . In 1958 an estimated 
�O to 50 per cent of all food sales were made through 
supermarkets giving stamps. 
22Albert Haring and Wallace 0 ,  Yoder, Trading S�amp 
Practice and Pricing Policy, (Bloomington: Bureau o 
Business Research, Indiana Univer�ity, 19.58 ) ,  pp. 8-9 . 
2.3r bid., pp. 7-8 . 
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As chain after chain of supermarkets adopted stamps, · 
other type retail outlets joined the program profiting 
.from concerted stamp giving with the "giants . 11 
In Denver there were 150 stores offering stamps in 
1948; and in 19 53, there were nine hundred . 24 In Detroit, 
seven thousand outlets vended stamps in 1955.25 The 
Sperry and Hutchinson Company indicated that in 1955 they 
had 330 redemption centers, fifty thousand retail accounts � 
and over fifteen million color catalogues in circ ul.ation .26 
Today, stamps are in every state except Kansas.27 
Chains which bitterly opposed and fought stamps have 
adopted them. The Kroger Company, The National Tea 
Company, Labl ow St ores,  Inc.  , and even Safeway Stores, Inc . , 
who spent millions in opposition, now have stamp plans . In 
19 56, it was estimated that four hundred stamp companies 
with gross sales of $500 , 000 , 000 issued $48 0 , 000 , 000 worth 
of premiums. In 1957, a Gallup Poll concluded that two out 
24n St amp Stampede, n lo c .  cit. -- --
25Earl F. Wegmann, "Stamp-Minded Housewives Put a 
Premium on Shopping, 11 Reprint from Detroit News, 
September 11 , 1955, p . 1 . 
--
26Paul D .  Davis, " Green Stamps," Reprint. f.rom 
Providence Sunday Journal, March 20, 1955, p .  1 .  
27Lee Winchester, Jr . ,  Lawyer for the Plaintiffs in 
Tennessee Trading Sta mp Case, Personal Interview.  
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of three American families had at least one stamp· s aver 
in the group. Share of all retail trade made by merchant s 
giving stamps ro se from 10 per cent in 1956 to 14 per 
cent in 1958 .28 
In late 1959 stamps were still expanding in some 
areas. Supermarket News reported s aturation holding 
(November, 1959 ) in most of the nation, while some sections 
with more capacity for expansion experienced actual growth. 
I n  Los Angeles, for example, s tamps gained much wider 
acceptance during the fall of 1959 , and Safeway Stores , I nc. 
installed 18 0 stores in the New York area. St amps seemed 
to have gained in 1959 . Some chains dis continued, but 
more have adopted stamps. 29 Extra stamping is characteri stic, 
and stamp ff wars" are prevalent. 
VI. HISTORY OF THE MEMPHI S AREA 
S outhern Premium Company, of Atlanta, Georgia, was 
the first stamp company after World War II to do large scale 
busines s in the Central Southern States. Southern Premium 
28Frank P .  Ros si , " Trading Stamps and the Free 
Economy," Addres s before the Harvard Marketing Club , 
September 29 , 1957 . C opies available from the Sperry and 
Hutchinson Co., 114 Fifth Avenue, New York, N .  Y. 
29 11T rading Stamp Status Quo Upset," Supermarket News, 
October 19 , 1959 , pp. 6-8 . 
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Company began soliciting business in Spring, 1 952, and 
by August, 1953, counted five hundred merchants in the 
Atlanta area giving their stamps . JO Mr .  William Shepherd, 
former �ice president of this fir�, realizing the potential 
in Memphis , sold the officials of the Big Star Cash Food 
Stores on the plan and originated the Quality Stamp Company. 
Before 1955, stamp operations in Memphis were negli­
gible. Delta Stamp Company, an independent operation, 
was in the city, but it had failed to do more than "dent" 
the market. 31 A few discount gasoline stations which 
offered stamps were also unnoticed by the majority of the 
publi c.  
In February, 1955, the Quality Stamp Company began 
operations from a small office, a limited storeroom, and 
no real showro om for premiums. Catalogues, which were of 
flimsy, inexpensive paper, offered a poor assortment of 
merchandise. No salesman except the president, William 
Shepherd, had had previous experience selling stamps. 
In  spite of these difficulties, the Quality St amp Company 
accwnulated over two hundred accounts in 1955. William 
Shepherd' s previous experience with the Southern Premium 
30"stamp Stampede, " .!.Q.£• cit. 
31 William Shepherd, former president of the Quality 
Stamp Company, Pers onal Int er view. 
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Company, an agres sive sales force, and the fact that 
the Quality Stemp Company was the first company to enter 
the city in a supermarket chain were largely respons ible 
for this rapid growth. 
Top Value Enterprises, Inc., entered the market in 
The Kroger Companies food chain in July, 1955 . This 
company, which had already experienced s ucce s s  in other 
areas and which had greater capital backing, was able to 
use from inception premium as sortments, promotional 
mat erials, and advertising improved through experience 
in other branches. Top Value Ent erpris es, Inc. acquired 
over a hundred r etailers by the year's end. 32 
The succes s  of both stamp companies influenced 
competition to enter the new market. Early in 1956 the 
Sperry and Hutchinson Company in the National Tea Companie s  
chain outlets, the Magnolia Stamp Company in the Liberty 
Ca sh Grocery chain, and the United Stamp Company in both 
Weona Food Stores and By-Ryt Food Stores began operations 
in the city. All companies expanded operations in 1956 , 
and by December almost four hundred fifty retailers vended 
stamps in Memphis. 33 
32J. R. Mann, Vice President of the Quality Stamp 
C ompany, Personal Interview. 
3�bid. 
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Seeds of discontent were sown, however, as merchants 
without stamps felt the pressur e of volume loss to retailers 
giving stamps. Non-stamp promotional plans, price cutting, 
and anti -stamp advertising failed to stop the trend in 
consumer preferenc e for s tores giving stamps. Anti-stamp 
interests then turned to the Tennessee legislators and 
succeed ed in having a law passed in March, 1957 , which 
would virtually prohibit stamp companies from operating 
in Tennessee  after August 1, 1957 • .34 
This law, which will be discussed in Chapt er III, 
had its psychological effect. As the deadlin e approached, 
stamp companies lost account aft er account ;  and it was 
almost impossible to sell ne w accounts. While The Big 
Star Cash Food Stores, The National Food Stores, and 
The Kroger Companies Food Stores kept the promotion, 
By-Ryt Food Stores, We ona Food Stores, and Liberty Cash 
Food Stores discontinued stamps. The stamp compani es also 
lost most of their "s econdary" accounts. Consumers, 
f earing that stamp compani es would go out of b usiness, 
rushed to red emption centers. The Magnoli a  St amp Company, 
apparently unable to redeem its stamps with merchandise, 
went bankrupt. The provision of the new law which exacted 
34.i:,ee Winchester, Jr.,  Lawyer for the Plaintiffs, 
Personal Interview. 
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a 2 per cent tax on gross rec eipts of retailers vending 
stamps (s ee  Appendix) was declared unconstitutional just 
a week before the d eadline ;  but the damage to stamp 
operations was done .  
After July ,  1957 , stamp interests steadily recovered 
from the effects of the propos ed law. D elta St amp Company 
moved operations to .Arkansas to avoid paying the hi gher 
license tax , but United Stamp C ompany re -entered the market 
in the Liberty Cash Groc ery Chain. The Sperry and 
Hutchinson Company sold the T exaco Oil Distributors on a 
plan for their retailers , whereby both distributors and 
station operators shared the cost of stamps. The Quality 
Stamp Company and Top Value Enterpris es , Inc . acquired 
many stations of other brands from the competitive situation 
created by this allia.nce . 35 
As more and more gasoline stations adopted stamps , 
le ading distributors advocated "a penny per gallon cheaper" 
policy for those stations without stamps . This one cent 
cheaper policy proved effective ; so many stamp vending 
stations , particularly the T exaco Corporation , met price 
competition while continuing to give stamps . After bitter 
price wars in 1957 , 1958 , and 1959 , distributors now advo-
cate equal pricing for both stamp and non-stamp gasoline stations � 
35 
Stamps are aa significant in Memphis today as they 
have ever been . Recent indications of stamp popularity 
show that, if anything, the promotion is spreading. The 
author did a study involving a sample of one hundred 
consumers in December, 1955, and found that 73  per cent 
of these one hundred saved stamps, and predicted that 
approximately 90 per cent of Memphis' families would be 
saving stamps at the peak of the promotion' s popularity. 
In November, 1959, one htmdred housewives were interviewed 
in the eastern section of the city in a study done for 
Malone and Hyde by the Psychological Service Center. Of 
the housewives interviewed, 8 9  per cent saved stamps, 
and 41 per cent saved more than one stamp. The Velsicol 
Corporation did a study in early 1960 to determine the 
popularity of stamps before adopting Quality Stamps. They 
concluded that over 80 per cent of the families of Memphis 
saved stamps. Both The Sperry and Hutchinson Company and 
Quality Stamp Company have recently (1960) sent circulars 
through the mails, with coupons good for six hundred free 
stamps attached (one hundred free stamps with a minimum 
purchase ) .  Quality Stamp Company has increased its 
redemption centers from one to four within the last year 
and claims a net gain in accounts for the winter months (1960), 
the most difficult season for stamp selling. One of 
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Memphis • larg est real estate firms is giving away thousands 
of free  stamps with each new home, and stamps are even 
being used to promote new car sales. 
In spit e of the high degree of stamp activity in the 
city, there is still room for expansion in cleaners, drug 
stores, and department stores. Many cleaners se em to be  
enj oying increased business without stamp plans, and only 
three drug stores in the city have opposed the Memphis 
Retail Drug Association ' s  recommendations and adopted 
stamps. So £ar, there are no department stores with 
accounts in the city. The question of whether stamps will 
utilize this expansion room available in categories other 
than supermarkets and gasoline stations remains . Stamp 
interests show great faith in the Memphis market by opening 
new redemption centers. Marketing conditions of competition 
and st andardization , which have fostered stamp growth, 
have changed very little. 
VII . A NEW LOOK AT THE STAMP CYCLE 
One of the more important points of speculation about 
stamps in Memphis and throughout the nation is whether they 
will continue in popularity or fade from the competitive 
picture , as they have in the past. Both stamp interests, 
with their large monetary investments , and retailers whose 
profits are a£fected by the promotion, need information 
about stamp stability. 
37 
Denver has been a heavily stamped area since 1951 
and has survived double and triple st amp wars. In  1959 
stamps were still strong in Denver and in oth er citi es 
which were filled with stamps by 1953. T h e  theory that 
stamp popularity should be decreasing seems belied , a s  
stamps are still gaining ground ; 1959 surprised even stamp 
experts. The answer perhaps li es in the fact that through 
supermarkets, stamps have a strength that they have never 
had before. When families can redeem filled books for 
over $90. 00 worth of merchandise per year , stamps become 
more than just a fad. 37 Other factors of stability 
include slowly increasing competition during pro sperity , 
increased mobility, which allows stamp savers to change 
patronage more easily , and , finally , the increasing recog­
nition of st amps as  a legitimate , pragmatic promotion. 
J7Ibid. 
CHAPl' ER III 
LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS 
I. INTR ODUaI' ION 
The power of stamps to change th e trading habits of  
consumers has always provoked strong opposition. Both 
merch ants with st amps, who regarded th em as a defensive 
me asur e ,  and merch ants without stamps have sought me ans 
to r estrict or abolish them. Usually a concerted legal 
effort was attempted by anti -stamp me rchants after anti ­
stamp advertising c ampaigns had proven both expensive 
and ineffective . In practi cally every state stamp 
inte rests hav e  fought this proposed legislation by con­
tending th at to restrain stamps is to restrict free compe­
tition unc onstitutionally .  This chapte r c ontains a 
history and an explanation of this continuing legal struggle 
between the opposing fac tions.  
II . LEGAL HI STORY UNT IL 1955 
As far back as 1904,  anti -stamp merchants in New York 
combined in a successful l egal effort, and one of the 
e arlie st laws against trading stamps was passed . Thi s  l aw 
provided that : ( 1) stamps must have their r edeemable  value 
in lawful money legibly printed on th eir face, ( 2 )  the 
holder of the stamps was entitled to receive from the 
issuing company hi s choice of cash or merchandise, ( 3 ) 
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the s tamps must be redeemed if offered in lots worth f ive 
or more cents, and (4) certain coupons based upon a dual 
and not tripartate contract ( the old style coupon had been 
both given and redeemed by the retail dealer himself ) 
were exempt.  "Judge Nash" decl ared the law unconstitutional, 
stating that : " It is the settled law 0£ the state that it 
is not within the power of the legislature to suppress 
or regulate the issui ng or s ale of trading s tamps . nl 
Although this was one of the first laws passed 
regulati ng stamps, many old laws, already in existence, 
were construed to apply. Congress had in 18 73 made it 
a penal offense to engage in  any gift enterprise in  the 
District of Columbia, and the term gift enterprise included 
trading stamps . From 188 7 to 191.5 " statutes restricting, 
prohibiting, or licensi ng on the payment of fees the use 
of trading stamps" were. passed . To give some idea of both 
the universalit y of trading stamps and stamp legislation 
be.fore 1915, the f"ollowing list of states which have passed 
laws pr ior to this time is presented. 2 
1 r .  M. R ubinow, "Premiums i n  Retail Trade,'1 Jour nal 
of Political Economy, 13 : .579-58 6, September, 1905. 
2c .  F . D1mcan, "The Economi cs and Legality of Premium 
Giving," Journal of· Politi cal Economy, 24: 935, Dec ember 16, 1916. 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Florida 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Mass ach uset ts· 
Minnesota 
Montana 
Nebraska 
New Hampshire 
Indiana 
New York 
North Carolina 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
Tennessee 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
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The truth is that, although these laws were passed, 
nearly every one of them had been declared unconstitutional . 
Many of the state Supreme Courts followed the precedent 
of "People V. Gillson" in 1888, when the presiding judge 
declared a law regulating premiums to be discriminatory 
and that it "invaded, weakened, limited, or destroyed, 
fundamental and valuable rights. 11 Other laws were declared 
unconstitutional for similar reasons. 3 In Oregon a law 
passed imposing a tax of 5 per cent on the vendor' s gross 
receipts was declared class legislation and invalid. 4 
The Kentucky Supreme Court in 1915 held that trading stamps 
were: "One way of disc ounting bill s in consideration of 
immediate payment of cash, which is a common practi ce among 
merchant s and is doubtless a popular method and advantageous 
to all concerned; and it is not obnoxious to public policy . "5 
.3:r bid • , p • 9 39 • 
4u The Trading Stamp Stays in Oregon, " Sunset, 35: 852 -853 , 
November, 1915. 
"Paul M. Sears, u Trading Stamps--Are They Good for 
Business? Wh.o Pays for Them?, " (Reprint from New Mexico 
Business, Bureau of Busine ss Research, University of' 
New Mexico, Alberquerque, New Mexico ), p. 7 . 
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By 1916 Washington D. C. had the only law prohibiting 
stamps; all the rest had failed to pass the State Supreme 
Court's test of constitutionality.6 In less than a score 
of years, however, stamps had stimulated an impressive 
amount of legal action. 
On March 6, 1916, the Supreme Court of the United 
States handed down three simultaneous decisions declaring 
state laws were valid . which imposed a special license 
tax on stamps. This constituted, of course, a reversal 
of the majority opinion of the lower court decisions, which 
had held this type of law to be unconstitutional. The 
basis for the anti-stamp decisions were that stamps were 
of such questionable nature as a business practice that 
they might be prohibited directly or indirectly by the 
state in the exercise of police power. The courts• reasons 
for deciding that stamps were an undesirable business 
practice were : ( 1 )  stamps were not like other advertising 
because they did not draw attention to the article to b:e 
sold, {2) they were a "lure to improvidence, " (3 ) they 
had the "seduction and evil" qualities of gambling. 7 
6"Flank Movement on the Profit Shar ing Coupon System, 11 
Current Opinion, 58 : 441, June, 1951. 
7 C � F. Duncan, .2P. cit., pp. 944-945. 
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In the three years following the " Trading Stamp 
Cases, " ret ailers made maxim.urn efforts to enact laws 
similar to those sanctioned by the Supreme Court .8 In 
1917, however, a group of premium-using manufac turers 
incorporated as the American Manufacturer' s Premium 
Association, Inc. ,  with Charles Wesley Dunn as general 
counsel. This organization, known lat er as the Premium 
Advertising Associa tion of America, fought to keep premiums 
free from burdening legislation. The Supreme Court's 
decision, too, in spite of its implicat ions, did not 
prevent the st at e courts from declaring anti-stamp legis­
lation unc onstitutional. In 1917, Utah levied a 
prohibit ory fift y cents per one thousand (stamps ) tax, 
and in 1921 the Ut ah Supreme Court ruled that this was 
undue discriminat ion and labeled it legislation designed 
to drive a successful competitor out of business. In 
California, a license tax charging merc hants $200 per 
quarter was declared unconst itut ional. New Hampshire 
in 1930 tried to control stamps by requiring a deposit 
on hand of $1 0 , 000 , fees ranging from $250 t o  $1 , 000 , 
and an excise tax amounting t o  10 per cent of the value 
of t he stamps. This law was declared unconstit utional 
8charles wesley Dunn, "Pr emium Advert ising and the 
Law, " Printers Ink Monthly, December, 19 .34,  pp. 42-43. 
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inter:ference with the right to . acquire and possess property. 
These are only a few examples or laws constantly being 
invalidated on the gr ounds o:f unconstitutionality. 9 
In 19 .32 ,  Charles Wesley Dunn summarized stamp legal 
history. He stated that only five state courts (Kansas , 
Louisiana , Maryland, Washington , and Wiscon sin) had 
, decided that a law prohibiting stamps did not violate the 
state constitution , while eleven state courts decided that 
such a law was unconstitutional. The maj ority or the final 
decisions, therefore , held in favor of the st amp companies. 10 
In 19.34,  anti-stamp legislation was still on the stat ute 
books or the following states: Idaho , Kansas , Maryland , 
Montana, Nevada , Washington, and Wisconsin. 11 The Premium 
Advertising Association of America,  which had contributed 
to the defeat of many anti-stamp bills, succeeded in 
o btaining the repeal of certain codes incorporated in the 
National Recovery Administration Act or June, 1933.12 
9Paul M. Sears , E.E•  cit. , pp. 1 0-12 . 
lOcharles Wesley Dunn, "The Legal Status of Premium 
Advertising , 11 Printers Ink Weekly, July 28 , 1932 ,  pp. 56-57. 
llcnarles Wesley Dunn, "Premium Advertising and the 
Law ," ..QE• cit. , pp. 42-43. 
12"Premiums Prosper ," Business We ek , May 6 ,  1939 ,  
p. 37. 
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The true situation was that only one law in 1934, 
Washington, D. C � • s, flatly prohibited stamps; the rest 
were "practic al ly dead. 1113 
From 1934 to 1941 more laws were passed, and emphasis 
was put on fair trade evasion. In 1939 a Pennsylvania 
Court decided that trading stamps did not violate the 
Pennsylvania Fair Trade Act; but in 1941, the Supreme 
Court of Wisconsin prohibited stamps on fair trade items. 
Wisconsin is thus one of the few states where stamp plans 
are legally limited on fair trade items. 14 
During the war, legislation was negligible because 
the premium. business was suffering from defense cut- backs. 
After the war, competition renewed and with it legislation 
on stamps. In post-war 1948, these states had an annual 
tax on trading stamps : 
Alabama : 
Kansas : 
Kentucky: 
M aryland :  
Annual tax of 3 per cent 
on gross recei�ts, but 
not less than 11, 000. 
$4, 000 to $7, 000 county 
license tax ( based on 
population ) .  
$350 annual license tax. 
$1,500 annual tax. 
13charles Wesley Dunn, 19 .34, lo_£. cit. 
14Paul M. Sears, .Q.E •  cit., p. 7. 
Montana: County license tax of 
$1, 000. 
Mississippi: Annual tax of $250. 
Nor th Carolina: Annual tax of $200. 
North Dakota : County license tax 
of $600. 
Tennessee : Annual tax of $200. 
Wisconsin : Prohibits trading stamps 
and coupons which are 
redeemable in merchandise. 
This was the status b�fore 
the post-war "boom. " l.:, 
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In 1953 the situation had already changed. Maryland 
had a license fee of $500 ; North Dakota, Montana, and 
Kentucky no longer had restrictions on stampa. 1 6 The 
job of the pro -stamp organizations cannot be visualized, 
however, by such a comparison. In 1953, for instance, 
more proposed anti-s tamp legislation was defeated t han 
in any previous year; and the Premium Advertising Associa ­
tion of America was responsible for most of these defeats. 17 
15Andrew Calvin Baird, "An Analysis of the Use of 
Premiums in Merchandisi
, 
Grocery Store Products, "  Unpub­
lished master's thesis, Department of Marketing, University 
of Tennessee, 1950 ) pp. 59-60. 
1C>aobert Blatt, "A Study of Retail Trading Stamp Plans, "  
Unpublished master's thesis, (Department of Business Adminis­
tration, University of Minnesota, 1954),  p. 32. 
17F. T. Dickson, 0 1953 May Be a Vital Year in Premium 
Legal Battle, "  Premium Practice, July, 1953, p. 30 . 
III . 1955, A KEY YEAR IN STAMP LEGAL HISTORY 
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In 1955, after an unsucce s sful year in 1954, anti­
st amp interests  introduced fifty bills in t wenty-four 
state  legi slature s .  Tne Sperry and Hut chinson Company 
attribut ed thi s att ac k to a l arge nat ional food chain 
( pr obably referring to  Safeway Stores, Inc . ) .  By July 8,  
1955, forty-seven of these  bills were killed ; one was 
alive in committ e e, and two were  pass ed . North Dakota 
pass ed a $1, 000 license tax on stamps, but t his  bill was 
petit ioned to r eferendum by 33, 974 N orth Dakot a citi zens 
and defeated . In Utah a law be came effect ive May 10, 1955, 
making it illegal for merchant s to reduce pric es  by use of 
stamps . This law was contested with suc ce ss by The Sperry 
and Hutchins on Company and three  Ut ah merc hant s against 
the Ut ah Trade Commiss ion. In  Alabama, a li cens e tax 
bi ll in committ ee in 1955 proved unsucce ssful . 
The following chart prepared by Advert is ing Age 
· is pres ented t o  indic at e the int ensity of t ne legislat ive 
barrage and t he succe ss of stamp int er ests in 1955. 18 
18" Mort ality Rate  of Anti-St amp Bills was High in 
1955, " Advert i sing Age, July 25, 1955, p. 60 . 
TABLE I 
ANTI-TRADING STAMP LEGISLATION BOX SCORE 
(As of July B ,  1955) 
State  Eecheat Prohibitive Inclucies Flat Bond Gross others 
Bill License Tax stamp Prohibi- Required Receipts 
in Tax tion Tax 
Alabama Alive Alive 
Dead 
--
Dead Deadl Arkansas -- --
Dead2 Arizona 
California Dead 
--
Dead3 
Colorado Dead
§ 
Dead Dead 
Florida Dead -- --
Idaho Dead Dead --
*Illinois Dead -- --
Iowa Dead --
Maryland Dead 
Minnesota Dead Dead Dead 
Montana Dead 
Nebraska Dead Dead Dead --
Nevada Dead Dead 
New Mexico Dead Dead8 
--
New York Dead Deadh,5 
North Carolina Dead 
North Dakota Passed Dead 
Oklahoma Dead Dead6 -- -- --
South Dakota Dead Dead 
Tennessee Dead Dead -- --
Texas Dead --
utah Dead Passed 
Wisconsin Deadl Dead7 
Wyoming Dead Dead 
Totals � 11 2 7 3 4 5 
* Only legislature not yet adjourned. 
ft Two escheat bills dead in Florida; two prohibitive license tax bills dead in New Mexico , and two flat 
...J 
prohibition bills dead in Wisconsin. 
l Regulating size of stamps and coupons .  
2 Prohibits giving anything of value with intent of injuring competitor . 
3 Prohibits discounts or trading stamp signs at gasoline stations . 
4 A bill requiring deposit with state of sums. equivalent to sales of stamps . 
S Two bills re�uiring record of stamp savers and merchantH.ee affected. 
6 Resolution declaring trading stamps a type of monopoly in restraint of trade . 
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IV.  LEGAL HISTORY AFI'ER 19.55 
In 1955 Lingan A .  Warren, a strong opponent of 
trading stamps, resigned as pr esident of Safeway St or e s, 
Inc . 19 This and t he succe ss of st amp interests in 
fighting legislative att empt s in 19.55 perhaps had bearing 
on " the comparati vely little  ant i-tr ading st amp l egi slation 
in 1956 . " 20 In 1957 , however, ninet een st ate s  introduced 
bill s to  outl aw or r estrict st amps . Seven bills propo sed 
mandat ory cash redemption; seven propo sed heavy license 
fee s, three the pr evention of quant ity di scount s on stamp 
sal es to merchant s, three  e seheat,  and four proposed 
straight prohibition. 
Most of the se propo sed laws were defe ated or declared 
uncons titutional . Kansas, nowever , who proposed a 
prohibit ory l aw, succ eeded in outl awing st amps .21 In 
1957 anot her vietory--more import ant than t he defe at 
of  one bill--was won by st amp int ere st s ;  Safeway St ores,  Inc . ,  
19 "Trading Stamfs Hit 550, 000 , 000 in Volume in 
1 58 , 
Curt is Carlson Says, Advert is ing Age, August 24, 1959, 
p .  36 . 
20" Trading Stamps Come Under Fire of Tax-Hungry 
L egislat ors , " Adverti sing Age, Mar ch 25, 1957 , p .  86 . 
21Ibid .  
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reversed its policy of open hostility to trading stamps 
and adopted Gold Bond Stamps . 22 
In 1958 and 1959 stamp legislative attemp ts were neg­
ligible. Oregon proposed a tax of $60. 00 on any retail 
business using stamps.23 The Up john Company con tested 
that trading s tamps issue d  by Peop les Service Drug S tores 
in Maryland were an evasion of fair trade laws. 24 
Conne cticut proposed a cash redemption restric tion on s tamp 
companies.25 New Jersey failed to collect 7. 6 million 
dollars in an escheat case against the Sperry and Hu tchinson 
Company. 26 Perhaps the most significant precedent was 
set when the United States Supreme Court rule d in an 
22"Trading St�s Hit 550,000,000 in Volume in 
1 58 , 
Curtis Carlson Says, ' loc. cit. 
23 110re �on Legislature Ge ts Anti-S tamp Bill; Crippling 
Says S & H,  Advertising Age, April 13, 1957, p. 45. 
24"Upjohn 1 s War on Stamps Goes Back to Maryland Courts, n 
Advertising Age, June 8 ,  1957, p. 3 . 
25 11New Conne cticu t  Law Regulat es Stamp Companies, " 
Advertising Age , June 8 ,  1959, p.  108 .  
26"Trenton - The State of New Jersey has Lost  an 
Appeal in I ts Escheat  Case Agains t Sperry and Hutchinson, " 
Advertising Age, July 27, 1959, p. 8. 
8 -0 decision that stamps c ould be regarded as a cash 
discount rather than a price dis count in an Oklahoma 
dispute . 27 
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Stamp interest s are still fighting to  clear up the 
few remaining areas where stamps are prohibited or  
severel y restric ted . Emerging fr om al l the propo sed 
legisl ation over the l as t  hundred years are onl y two 
pr ohi bitory laws . Washingt on, D. C . and Kan sas are the 
only pl aces where stamps are outl awed in the United States 
today . 28 Washingt on under an o ld law, and Kansas under 
the 1957 l aw .  Washington State and Wis consin specify 
stamps redeemable only fo r cash . Wa shington D .  c . •  s 
merchants are feeling pressure from merc hants in neigh­
boring Virginia and Maryl and •. 29 It is entirely pos sible 
that stamps wil l  be in every ma jor city unless a new 
constitutional , legal method to prohibit them is devised . 
27" supreme C ourt Back s T rading Stamp s in Safeway 
Dispute, " Advertising Age, July 6, 1959, p .  23 . 
28Eugene R .  Be em ,  Economist for The Sperry and 
Hutchins on C ompany, Telephone Conversation. 
29"Trading Stamps for Capital ?",  Advertising Age, 
August 24, 1959, p. 6 .  
V .  LAWS T ODAY 
Opponents of stamps have typically chosen one of 
the below avenues of legis lative attack: 
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Escheat Bills. The s tamp company pays to the state 
trading stamp cash unredeemed by stamp holders. A com­
pany with 90 per cent cash redemption rate, for example, 
is liable to the state for the remaining 10 per cent. 
Pr ohibitive License Tax. The stamp company is 
required to buy a license to operate in a particular 
state, county, or city. 
Includes Stamp in Ta x. The s tamps themselves are 
taxed, $50 . 00 per one thousand, for example. 
Flat Prohibition. The stamps are outlawed altogether 
with no reservations. These laws are difficult to pass 
and Washington, D. C. and Kansas are the only areas which 
have such laws. 
Bond Re.guired. The st amp company deposits a large 
initial sum with the state. Often counties and cities 
require bonds. The initial outlay may discourage a 
prospective company from entering the area. 
Gr oss Receipts Tax . The stamp company pays a tax 
levied against gross receipts with no consideration of 
expense. 
Ot her Bills .  ( 1 )  T o  regulate the physic al s ize 
of stamp s ,  ( 2 ) to ban stamps at gas st ations , ( 3 ) to  
declar e  stamps a price r eduction inst ead of a di sc o'Wlt 
( stamps would then be outl awed on fair trade it em s ) , 
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(4) to re quire name s and addresses  of all customers , and 
( 5 ) t o  r equire c ash redemption have be en att empt ed in the 
past . 
VI . TENNESSEE LEGAL HISTORY 
Tennesse e has maint ained a count y privilege tax 
of $ 300 on trading stamp companie s since 1937 . 30 This 
tax, which was doubled in 1957 , has never been prohibi ­
t ive for the larger st amp companies and serve s  to 
eliminate "fly-by-night" c ompani es from ent ering the 
market on insufficient capital . Because the tax was not 
prohibit ory f or the large c ompanie s ,  it did not st op 
legislative at tempt s to  outlaw st amps in T enne ssee . 
In 1955 Hous e  Bill Number 662 " to r egul ate the sale  
and/or di stribution of trading s tamp pr emium coupons and 
other such device s" was def eated.  Th e bill made mandatory : 
( 1 ) the po sting of bond of $25, 000 by the stamps dealers  
and $1 , 000 for each retail vendor , ( 2) complicated repor t s  
30James Wi nchester ,  Attorney, Personal Int erview . 
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to be filed with the Commissioner of Finance and T axation 
by both dealer and vendor, ( 3) a license fee of $500 
to be p�id by dealers and a fee of $50 to be paid by 
vendor { per annum) , and (4 ) punishment of violators by 
stri ct fines. 31 
This bill, if passed, would have been a serious 
defeat for stamp interests in Tennessee. 
Anti-stamp interests learned by the defeat of the 
1955 bill that special effort would be needed if a bill 
was to pass the l egislature. Late in 1956 a special 
effort was made. A noted Memphis lawyer , Lee Winchester, Jr. , 
was hired , and very quietly the strategy was mapped. 
Many merchants contributed money, and many promised to 
testify against stamps . 32 
Stamp interests were not fully aware of the detailed 
preparati ons of the plaintiffs. 33 Anti-stamp advertising 
campaigns appeared in the newspapers and merc hants appeared 
in the legislature, testifying that stamps had seriously 
hurt their businesses. The profits of the stamp companies 
31House Bill 662, a typewritten copy on file in 
Mrs. Lorena Abbot I s office. 
32tee Winchester, Jr. ,  BersonaJ.. Interview, December, 1959 . 
33J. R. Mann, Vice President of Quality Stamp Co. , Personal 
Interview. 
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were brought out also in these February, 1957, hearings. 
Mr .  Winchester comment ed that stamp company pffi cials 
admitted that they made unusually high .profits. �4 It 
was brought out, too, that while small appliance dealers 
and other retail outlets had to pay a privilege tax, stamp 
interests were competing exempt from that expense, and, 
therefore, had an unfair competitive advantage. To prove 
that conswners were paying more at stamp giving stores, 
special shoppers were hired w ho bought baskets of groceries 
in stamp and non-stamp stores. These baskets were wheeled 
in at hearings in the legislature complete with groceries 
and itemized price lists illustrating that stamp stores 
were higher. 35 
St �p interests, meanwhile, were protesting that the 
proposed law, as stated, was an unconstit ution al e ffort 
to drive a successful and legitimat e operation out of 
business (especially referring to the 2 per cent proposed 
tax on the gross receipts of retail vendors. ) This stand 
was w idely advertised, and t he campaign was so successful 
that supposedly irate housewives marched on the capitol 
and picketed the quarters of Mr. Winchester.36 
34tee Winchester , Jr. , loo . cit. 
35Ibid. 
36Ibid . 
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The vot e taken in Marc h ,  however , with anti - stamp 
le aders  sit ting with the l egisl at ors , r efl ect ed the 
well-planned le gal att ack of the pl aint iffs . The S enate 
vot ed 28 -2 in support of the bill and the House 85-5 . 
During the  public hearing , one hundred thirty lawyer s 
had scrutini zed the bil1 . 37 On August 1 ,  1957 ,  the bill , 
whi ch increased t he county tax and demanded a prohibitive 
t ax ( 2  per c ent on gro s s  sales ) , was t o  become law . Thi s 
pr opos ed law is  st at ed in it s ent irety in Appendix I . 
The; bill was pass ed now, but the fi ght by stamp 
int er e st s  was just  begun. Mor e money was poured into 
expensive  adverti s ing campai gns , whil e  the pl ai ntiffs ' 
grocery baskets  remained de ep-fro zen.  When Mr .  Winche ster 
again went t o  Nashville t o  defend the constit ut ional it y 
of the bill , he  was re butt ed by The Sperry and Hut chins on 
Company' s ablest  l awyer s ,  who wer e ready wit h brief c ases 
full of legi slat iv e  decis ions against the cons ti tut ionality 
of simi lar anti - st amp legi sl at ion . 
Mr .  Winche ster ' s  def ens e of th e bill was not suffi ci ent 
in the l ight of the overwhelming maj orit y of de cisions 
of the st ate court s and t he Unit ed  St at es Supreme C ourt . 
St amp lawyer s succ eeded in convincing t he c ourt that 
37T enness ee Deci si ons , 37 : 304- 308 , 1958 . 
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Section B of the bill was legislation designed to drive 
a successful competitor out of business and an improper 
exercise of the police powers. 38 Three important points 
were made explaining the decision that the bill was 
unconstitutional : ( 1) The cour t could not distinguish 
any real or substantial difference between a merchant who 
uses stamps and redeems his own stamps and a merchant 
who uses stamps and for a consideration has someone else 
to redeem them for him. This distinction was considered 
"arbitrary, capricious, and unreasonable" and in violation 
of Article XI, Section 8, of the Tennessee Constitution, 
which forbids class legislation unless there be some reason 
for the discrimination . (2) The precedent of other courts 
had decided the question with an unanimity of opinion. A 
case in 1919 was the last and one of the few such cases 
that had been decided against stamps (at the time of this 
decision) . (3 ) The argument that public welfare and 
morals did not suffer under a store plan whil e it did suffer 
under a company plan seemed contrary to fact, because public 
welfare was "better served" by a company plan than a 
merchant plan. 39 
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In less  than a week before the bill was to become 
law , it was decl ared unconstit uti onal . T hi s deci sion 
in T enne s s ee r eflect s t o  a marked degree the history of 
stamp l egi slation in the Unit ed Stat es .  
CHAPTER IV 
OPfflATIONS 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Stamp companies, all of which have one factor in 
common--the redeemable stamp coupon--fall into several 
categories by ownership: the independ ently owned 
company, the store owned company, and the company co­
operatively owned by a group of retailers. The Sperry 
and Hutchinson Company exemplifies the independently 
owned company. By redeeming the filled books at their 
own redemption center and providing other necessary 
promotional services, The Sperry and Hutchinson Company 
relieves the retailer of practically all responsibility 
except distribution of the stamps. The number of 
retailers that can be encompassed by such a plan is 
limited only by exclusive agency agreements. The store 
owned company came into prominence when supermarkets 
entered the picture. The Kroger Company bought interest 
in Top Value Enterprises, Inc . ,  and Malone and Hyde� Inc., 
wholesale grocers, purchased Quality Stamp Company. The 
Eagle Stamp Company of St. Louis works in close cooperation 
with the Famous Barr Store of that city; Famous Barr, in 
fact, redeems Eagle Stamps in their own merchandise. Often 
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several stores in an area cooperatively assume owner­
ship responsibilities by combining to print their own 
stamps, offering them to their customers, and redeeming 
them . Expenses, re sponsibilities, and profits are 
shared. Such a plan is knom as a cooperative plan.1 
In this chapter these plans will be explained by 
examples. Organization of a stamp company will be described 
from the viewpoint of a typical independent to maintain 
simplicity, but application of the principles discussed 
apply to all ownership groups . 
II. ORGANIZATION OF A TYPICAL STAMP COMPANY 
Capital, knowledge, and a willingne ss  to accept 
great risk are required to organize a stamp company. 
Unless sufficient funds are invested, the company may 
from inception be characterized by low standards of 
appearance and operation, and progressive merchants may 
adopt a superior plan. Primarily, there must be enougb. 
capital to provide for an operating plant. Ordinarily, 
the same building may serve both as general office and 
redemption center, but this center should be located in 
1ft alph Leviton, "St amp Plans Thrive in Nationwide 
Boom, " Retailing Daily, June 14, 1955, p. 1 .  
an easily accessible place, preferably a high  rent 
district. The center should have all the features of 
an attractive modern store. Space should be provided 
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for display, storage of bulk-bought premiums, accounting, 
and an attractive office to interview prospective accounts. 
Premiums may be bought wholesale, but they should be 
nationally advertised merchandise of highest quality. 
Good s alesmen must be hired because selling stamps is 
selling intangib�es. Connected with stamps, t oo, is 
advertising expense; unless stamps are well advertised, 
they seldom succeed. This includes stickers, signs, 
catalogues (some of which cost twenty-five cents apiece ),  
r edemption books, the stamps themselves, and numerous 
other tangible devices. Some states have heavy taxes 
and license fees. Expense, of course, varies with methods 
of operation and local legislation. 
In addition to expense and shrewd business and selling 
knowledge ,  the element of risk must be considered. An 
examination of history indicates that stamps are not a 
stable business. Competition for the retail vendor's 
favor is strong, and poor selling techniques, rival stamps, 
alternative plans, legislation , and successful opposition 
can cut profits or force discontinuance of operations 
a1together. Stamp companies must expect a high redemption 
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rate from the first. Progressive stamp companies realize 
that a high redemption rate indicates consumer interest. 
The Quality Stamp Company and The Sperry and Hutchinson 
Company claim redemption rates over 9 0  per cent, while 
The Eagle Stamp Company of St. Louis claims past rates 
as high as 98 . 5  per cent.2 Today, as most cities in the 
United States are in a mature stamp market, it is difficult 
for an outsider to enter unless in a large chain operation. 
Changing business conditions, a waning of consumer interest, 
and a deluge of cash-ins at the redemption center must be 
considered in calculating risk. 
III. SELLING PROCEDURE AND MERCHANT CONTACT 
After operating plant becomes a reality and accounting 
and technical difficulties are overcome, the framework for 
a stamp nucleus must be established. The supermarket 
chain is the best foundation for a stamp operation, and a 
large department store is second best. The reason for 
this becomes apparent when it i s  realized that the average 
consumer spends between 30 and 35 per cent of the earned 
dollar for food. 3 Once this main struct ure is set, then 
2s . L. Wisebart, :President of Eagle Stamp Company of 
St. Louis, Personal Interview. 
%orena Abbot, Executive Secretary of the Memphis Retail 
Grocers Association, Personal Interview. 
smaller gasoline stations, drug stores, laundries, 
furniture, hardware stores, and florists can be added 
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in the same area. (Quality Stamp Company in Memphis has 
the account of the largest tombstone manufacturer in the 
Unit ed St ates. ) 
The more non-competitive merchants in a stamp plan, 
the more effective the promotion. The stamp company with 
the most accounts in an area, other factors being equal, 
has a competitive advantage because consumers are naturally 
pr one to save the type st amp obtainable at the mo st pl aces. 
For this reason and because of their narrow profit margin, 
large chains can buy stamps at a considerable amount of 
discount. In Memphis, Quality Stamp Company started with 
the Big Star Cash Food Stores chain. Now Malone and Hyde, 
Inc. , who represent the Big Star Cash Food Stores, own 
total interest in Quality Stamp Company. Top Value 
Enterprises, Inc. entered the market in The Kroger Com­
panies Stores. The failure of many small companies is due 
to their initial lack of sufficient chain struc ture. 
The best method of forming a stamp nucleus in a city 
or a small town is to sell a food outlet first, then the 
"side accounts." Sales presentations are generally positive 
in approach. The main purpose of a stamp program is to 
increase volume. The stamp salesman must convince the 
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retailer that with the program he can secure enough 
increased volume to spread overhead costs and more than 
pay for the cost of the stamps through increased gross 
margin . (This break-even point is different for e ach 
retailer . )  If profit margins are lower, a larger increase 
in volume is needed to reach the break-even point . An 
average drug store, for instance, needs a 7 per cent volume 
increase if stamps cost 2 . 5 per cent of gross sales; gross 
margin is 34 per cent, and operating expenses and margin 
are constant . A gasoline station with a 25 per cent gross 
margin would need a 12 per cent volwne increase . 4 If 
the retailer is near a supermarket giving the salesman' s 
brand of stamps or is on a main traffic artery, the sales­
man stresses these advantages. The fact that the retailer 
may lose his opportunity to buy the company ' s  stamps should 
the salesman sell a neighboring competitor (Exclusive 
Agency Agreement) is seldom mentioned unless the positive 
approach fails . 
The stamp contract includes the conditions of sale 
and usually contains: 
1 .  Time Period - Vendor agrees to vend 
stamps for a period of time (usually 
a year} without dropping.  (This is not 
en.forced. ) 
4Harvey L .  Vredenburg, Trading Stamps, (Bloomi�ton: 
Bureau of Business Research, Indiana University, 19.58), 
p. 19 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Price �ement - Varies with the 
plan. 
Provisions Allowing Vendor to Stamp 
His Bill - (If paid by the 10th of 
the month X s tamps will be issued. ) 
Provis ion for Multiple s_tan;>s - This 
provision states requirement for 
dealer' s permission before more than 
one stamp per ten cent purchase can 
be issued. 
Exclusive A�ency Agreement - The dealer agrees not o contract with the vendor' s 
nearest competitors. 
Advertising Agreements - (Vendor ' agrees 
to mention stamps in advertisements. 
De aler Agrees to provide initial adver­
tising, advertis e over radio, television, 
etc. Ownership of advertising ma�erial 
usually remains with the dealer. ) �  
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Dealers furnish certain services besides the stamps. 
Identification signs, streamers, window stickers, and 
other points of purchase advertising material are usually 
installed the day stamps a re first issued by the vendor. 
Form introductory letters, advertising mats, catalogues, 
and stamp redemption books can be printed in quantity for 
the de aler, s o  he furnishes these also. Below is a sample 
introductory letter: 
It is with great pleasure we announce the 
giving of the famous ABC Stamps with all 
purchases made at our store, located at 
121 Elm Street. 
5sample Contract of Top Value Enterprises,  Inc. 
These stamp s  are given to you at our store 
on all purchases made in cash, and on all 
ch arge accounts when payment s are made in 
the regul ar manner ; that is, payment s 
made to u s  on or before the tenth (10th) 
day of each month . 
These stamp s  are very valuable. We have 
free catalogs of the world ' s fine st gif ts 
for you • • • •  more than five hundred of the 
finest jewelry, watches, household items ,  
silverware; and these items are all given 
to you for f il led books of ABC stamps . 
We have a franchise on this service and 
are proud to offer it to you. 
Come in at your earlies t convenience, get 
your free catalogs, unless you have one 
from supermarket s or other firms. We will 
give you totally free your stamps on cash 
purchases, and we will hold your stamps 
here at our office for you if you make your 
payment s due by mail . Come in any time and 
get them . 
Visit the redemption stores of the stamp 
company ; save your stamps from us, the 
other types of busine sses , and thanks for 
YOtR tradet 
We are now inve sting in you • • • •  the cu stomer . 6 
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The Quality Stamp Company and Top Value Enterprises , 
Inc . both require merchant s to mention their stamps in 
their newspaper advertisements .  Most stamp companies 
advertise over television ; The Sperry and Hut chinson 
Company advertises in the national magazines . Some stamp 
6sample form letter of Quality Stamp Company to 
c onswner . 
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companies offer merchandi sing advice and even furnish 
financial aid to their accounts. 7 Unless the promotion 
is a success the dealer stands to lose. 
Each vendor is  i nstructed to push the stamps. 
Experi ence has proved that the best method is to give 
stamps to all customers who do not directly refuse them. 
The idea is to establish the premium goal in the consumer' s 
mind; this is  conducive to repeat patronage. Although 
stamp companies stress that a retailer must push the 
program, many ask the customer if he saves stamps ,  w hile 
others comply by putting stamps on the counter with the 
change ., putting stamps directly in the customerf s hand ., 
or placing the stamps in the bag with the merchandise. 
The dealer normally sells stamps by the pad to realize 
his gross sales or income. If the vendor pays $3. 60 for 
enough stamps to fill the consumer' s book, the wholesale 
premium for this book costs $2 . 50 and other dealer expenses 
amount to $ .50, then profit before taxes is $.60 .  This 
is  on the assumption that all stamps will be redeemed. 
Destroyed or otherwi se unredeemed stamps constitute extra 
prof! t to the dealer. 
7s. L. Wisebart, Intervi ew ., loc. cit. 
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To the vendor the price of stamps can amount to  
3 per cent, if stamps are bought at $ 3. 00 per thousand 
and one is  given with every ten cent purchase. St amps, 
however, are not distributed on odd cents (four stamps 
are given for forty-nine cent purchase and none on tax). 
Some customers refuse stamps, and if the retailer buys 
in quantity, he may receive a discount from the dealer. 
Below are typical stamp discount plans : 
The Quality Stamp Company (10,000 per pad ) 
$30. 00 - 1-4 Pads 
28. 00 - 5-9 Pads 
27. 00 - 1 0-14 Pads 
25 . 00 - 15 Pads  
24. 00 - 50 Pad s  
Big S tar Ca sh Food Mtores, which buy in 
quantity, pay less . 
T op Value Enterprises, Inc.  ( 5,000 per 
pad)  - Same as  The Quality
9
st amp Company 
for same number of stamps . 
The Kroger Company, which buys in quantity, 
pays less. 
The price of stamps usually runs between 2 and J 
per cent of gros s sale s. 
BJ . R .  Mann, Vice President of Quality Stamp . Company, 
Personal Interview. 
9George Williams, Sales Manager, Memphi s Branch, 
Top Value Enterprises, Inc., Pers onal I nterview. 
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I V. CONSUMER CON.PACT 
The consumer initi ally s hould r ec eive t hr ee articles  
fr om the vendor--a  cat alogue , a stamp redemption book,  
and the st amps to  whi ch he i s  entitl ed for  hi s purchas e .  
R egardl es s  of the manner by which the r etailer distribut e s  
the s tamps , the consumer should be  educated i n  the funda­
ment al s  of st amp s aving.  Th e Quality Stamp Company requir e s  
that the s aver paste $120 . 00 worth {mer chandi se  value ) 
or twelve  hundr ed stamps in the r edemption book; Top Value 
Ent erpri ses  Inc . r e quire $150 . 00 worth { mer chandis e value) ,  
and The Sperry and Hutchinson Company requires  $120 . 00 
worth of trade t o  fill a book.  Thus , it  would t ake the 
consumer a l onger l ength of time , other things  e qual , to 
fi ll a Top Value b ook; but premium value per fi lled book 
is higher . When the b ook  i s  compl etely fill ed , the holder 
has the option of redeeming it for a small pr emium or 
wait ing lUlti l  mor e books ar e  filled . Quality St amp Company 
cl aims that a ·wi se shopper c ould fill two and one half 
bo oks per month . One farmer reported that he b ought enough 
gasoline alone t o  fill three books per month . When a 
suffi ci ent number of bo oks a re fi lled to ge t the int ended 
premium, the saver must either { l )  go to  t he premi um cent er 
or ( 2 )  mail in the b ooks with provi s ion f or post age . The 
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center has a gr eat influence on the saver. If it is 
attractive and he is treated pleasantly, he may have a 
favorable attitude toward saving the stamp again. 
Pr emiums, too, make a great deal of difference. Most 
stamp officials agree that a wide sel ection of durable, 
high quality merchandise makes the b est premiums. The 
premium itself is a form of advertising. If it is 
satisfactory, lives up to the saver's expectation, and 
lasts, it may serve  as a constant r eminder of what was 
obtained by saving the stamps.l O Churches, clubs, and 
other group organizations can obtain such articles as 
organs and station wagons by pooled stamp saving of 
members. Peopl e also swap stamps. Quality Stamp Company 
will redeem only Quality Stamps, but if. a Quality Stamp 
saver should obtain Top Value Stan ps, he can swap Top 
Value Stamps to his Top Value saving neighbor and obtain 
Quality Stamps. 
After the books are redeemed, the se rial numbers on 
the stamps are checked. This practice enables the dealer 
to know (1 )  the time the stamps were given to the vendor, 
(2 ) which vendor issued the stamps, ( 3 ) that the stamps 
l�alph Lev.it on, "Premium Gains Aid Producers," 
Retailing Daily, June 16, 1955 . 
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were not counterfeited or stolen. (The Eagle Stamp 
Company began printing the value on their stamps when 
they discovered that counterfei tars could not be prose­
cuted without the precaution. )11 
V. ALTERNATIVE PLANS 
What defensive measures are merchants likely to 
instigate when they find volume dropping and trade being 
lost to their neighbor who vends stamps? The natural 
alternatives are to adopt a rival stamp plan or to lower 
prices. There are, however, alternative plans similar 
to stamps, which in some localities have been effective 
promotions. Below is a discussion of the more popular plans. 
cash. Tape. To follow this plan, the customer saply 
saves his cash register receipt tapes. Instead of pasting 
stamps in a book , the customer may put the tapes in a box 
and clip them together before redemption. The cash tickets 
are brought to the store and redeemed for other merchandi se 
or cash. Montesi Food Stores in Memphis used the cash tape 
church plan. The store managers agreed to donate an amount 
equal to l per cent of the total purchases (on the tapes) 
to the church whose members pooled their receipts. Some 
lls. L. Wisebart, Interview, loo. cit. 
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merchants redeem in  merc handis e .  On a 2 p er c ent s yst em, 
merc handi se  bought whole sale  costs  the r et ailer about 1 1/2 
per c ent instead of 2 p er c ent .  Often exp ensi ve cat al ogues  
ar e  i s sued , and only a few  it ems of  the store  ar e rede emable 
for the t ape s .  Mor e oft en , . all it ems in the  store serve 
as an obvi ous cat alogue, and the cust omer has hi s choice 
of pr emiums . Unfort unat ely ,  t hes e plans ar e s eldom as 
e ff ective as  st amps and c an be c ount erfeit ed more eas ily. 
Bonus Day P lan . Clos ely allied t o  t he cas h  t ape plan 
i s  t he b onus day arr ang ement . The mer chant declares  t he 
day of l owe st volume for the month " bonus day . " H e  agr ee s  
t o  give cust omer s who have  saved t apes marked t hi s  day an 
amount of merc handis e  equal t o  t he t otal of t h e  t ape . The 
obvious advant age of the plan i s  that i t  boo sts low volume 
days and stabil ize s  busine ss .  
Indir ect Gi veaways . Merchant s may use car s ,  el ectri c 
appli anc e s ,  $1 , 000 bills , and other large inducement t o  
dr aw the c onsumer . The cust omer r egi sters for t he premium , 
and on a certain day the winner is c hos en. The di s advant ag e 
of the pl an i s  that only one person can win ,  the oth em must 
b e  dis appoint ed . Th e cost of such a promoti on may b e  well 
above it s drawi ng power . 
Ot he�. Small premiums may be given for purchas e s  
over a c ert ain amount ( a  st eak knife for a $5. 00 purchase 
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or a dish for every $2. 50 purchase ) .  Articles are 
usually offered in sets so that repeat business is 
drawn by the wish of consumers to complete the set. 
Self-li quidating premiums are designed to cost the merchant 
no extra money; the premium is offered at wholesale value 
if the customer purchases a certain amount of merchandise.12 
The merchant has a wide selection of coupon plans to 
choose from, juvenile offers, contests, trade cards ( similar 
to stamps ) ,  party plans, club plans, and many others ; l3 
but even ext ensive advertising and lower prices cannot 
deter the determined stamp saver from saving stamps. 
VI. ATYPICAL STAMP FLANS 
Some plans deviate from typical operating procedure ; 
a few exemplary plans are noted below, denoting these 
differences. 
The Eagle Stamp Company of St. Louis.  With the 
Eagle Stamp Plan, one stamp is given for every ten cent 
purchase, 1,250 stamps are required to fill a book ; and 
stamps are sold by the pad. More than twenty-five years 
12"Three Basic Premium Plans Widely Used by Food 
S tores, " Progressive Gr�, October, 19.53, p. 41. 
131120 Premium Plans for Sales, " Premiwn Practice, 
(special publication, )  19.5.5, p. 1 . 
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ago, however, The Eagle Stamp Company discovered that 
people preferred to redeem stamps at the vendor ' s  store. 
This was proved by giving the saver an option of redeeming 
for premiums at the center or redeeming . for the vendor's 
merchandise; few people, indeed, chose the center. 
Redeeming in the store (1) gave a wide selection of 
necessities (food, for instance ),  (2) helped tide the 
company through war when premiums were difficult to 
obtain, (3) was a convenience to the saver. The Eagle 
Stamp Company, of course, reimburses the vendor for each 
book he redeems. The Eagle Stamp Company gives $2.25 
cash redemption of $2.50 in merchandise. For the service 
the vendor pays an initial franchise fee of $25.00 and 
$2. 50 per 1,000 stamps. Out of this $2 .50, The Eagle 
Stamp Company holds $1. 80 in reserve to redeem premiums 
and keeps the $.70 residue as a service charge. 14 
Perhaps the most interesting part 0£ The Eagle Stamp 
Company's whole system is the vending procedure at Famous 
Barr Store. Coupons are given for cash payments and charge 
account "pay ups. " These coupons are then taken to the 
stamp vending departments on the main floor. Here modern 
14"Explanation of The Eagle Stamp Plan, " { Typed 
explanation for salesmen's kit), Eagle Stamp Co., 322 North 
T welfth Street, St. Louis, Missouri. 
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machinery dispenses the stamps in sheets. Mr .  s .  L. 
Wisehart, President, likes to think of his co mpany as 
being as reliable as a good bank, and the stamp distri­
bution centers look like teller' s cages. When the stamps 
are brought in they are checked in at stamp receiving 
stations where coupons, good for any merchandise in the 
store,  are issued. Manufacturers also have an arrangement 
with Eagle Stamp Company whereby stamps are given for 
labels or identification from their packages. Long 
experience and maturity have ingrained the Eagle pl an in 
St. Louis as an ethical instituti on . 15 
Four Star. Sears initiated i ts Four Star Stamp Plan 
in Galesburg , I llino is , as a test. The merchants paid  
$6 . 75 a thousand for the stamps, and consumers were gi ven 
stamps with every twenty-five cent pm-chase. The stamps 
could be redeemed (two cents to the doll ar ) for either 
cash, merc handise at the Se ars Galesburg Store, or any­
thing in the Sears catalogue.. Actual cost of the plan 
approxi mated the cost of the ten cent pl ans. To facil itate 
handling , vending machines punched cards containing forty 
stamps for a $10 . 00 purchase, twenty stamps for $5. 00, 
15s . L. Wisehart, Interview , 12.£• cit . 
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and four for $1. 00. A housewife could cash in stamps 
for merchandise if she had two hundred of them or $1. 00 
worth . This plan was not sati sfactory, and Sears dis­
continued i t  in Fall, 1955. 
The Red and White Stamp Plan . The R ed and Whi te 
Plan i s  guaranteed to cost the retailer 1 . 5  per cent, 
or less, of sales . The stamps are given free to the 
vendor in pads of 5, ooo. One stamp is distribut ed with 
every dollar's worth of merchandis e. The retail er redeem s  
stamps in his own merchandise  when the customer has f.11led 
a stamp card with one hundred stamps. The pr emium costs 
the r etailer 1 . 5  per cent if all stamps are redeemed, 
about 1 per cent if 60 per cent are redeemed. The plan 
is a wholesaler sponsored promotion . 16 
The fommunity Stamp Plan . Community i s  a cooperative 
plan organized by nine of Lincoln, Nebraska' s, lead ing 
retailers . Community has two outstanding features : (1) 
T he parent company was organized on a community-wide, 
non-profit basis, (2 )  The stamps may be redeemed for cash 
or for any item of merchandis e, stocked by any of the 
16"R ed and Wh.i te Offer s Dealer 1. 5% Stamp Plan," 
Supermarket News, October 3 , 1955 , p. 8 .  
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participating concerns. The plan is significant because 
it offers a working model to retailers interested in 
keeping stamp profits within their cooperative group. 17 
The Lablow Coupon �. The L ablow Chain Food Stores 
had a coupon plan. With every $ . 50 purchase the consumer 
was entitled to buy one five cent premium certificate. 
By using the plan the customer could obtain articles at 
approximately half price. The plan was practically self­
li quidating, and customers responded at first. 18 Lablow 
Chain Food Stores, Inc. has since adopted stamps. 
The Liberty and Site Stamp Plans . The Liberty and 
Site Stamp Plans are practically identical in oper ation. 
The customer is given one stamp for every twenty-five 
cent purchase. When the customer h as a book or one 
hundred stamps, he can choose a premium from a colorful 
catalogue or save a number of books for a more val uable 
prize . The station attendant accepts the redemption book 
complete with name and address of stamp saver and sends it 
to headquarters. The premium is sent directly to the home 
of the customer. 
17 11 communi ty Stamp Plan, " Premium Practice , May, 1954, 
p. 135. 
18Ralph Levi ton, "How Lablow' s P. C. P lan Works," 
Ret ailing Dailz, June 16, 1955, p. 1. 
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The Spur Co!panz Stamp �. Spur gives one coupon 
for each gallon of gasoline. Premiums are displayed at 
the gasoline station with coupon "price" ( designated by 
number of coupons required) marked on each item. Customer 
may exchange coupons at the station and immediately receive 
the desired premium. 
Many chains , such as Safeway Stores, Inc. , Lablow 
Chain Food Stores, and The Kroger Company , who once used 
promotional plans and huge financial resources to f-ight 
stamps, have since adopted them. These reverses in policy 
indicate the relative effectiveness of stamps to most 
alternative promotional pl ans. 
CHAP!'ER V 
EXTRA STAMPI NG IN MEMPHI S 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Nearly all s tamp c ompanie s have a pro vi sion in t heir 
contracts with the ret ailer which specifie s the  number 
of  st amps t o  be  given the consumer in r elation to  the 
amount of hi s purchase . In Memphi s  all stamp companie s  
have e st abl i shed a ratio  of one st amp for every ten cent s  
worth of good s  purchase d .  To give more or le ss st amps 
than thi s without authori zat i on of st amp c ompany offi cial s  
i s  in mo st case s a violat i on of the cont ract . Extra 
st amping , then, i s  the prac·tice of givi ng  more st amps 
t o  consumer s t han t he rat i o  establi shed in the contr act 
between the stamp company and the ret ail vendor . 
Extra st amping was not an import ant i ssue in Memphi s 
before 1959 ,  when the big gro cery chai ns with stamps began 
placing extra stamp coupons i n  t heir newspaper adverti se­
ment s . Many food broker s  and s ale smen, seeing the tremendous 
re sponse to  the coupons ,  began suppor ting the extra stamp s  
t o  induce th e grocer s t o  c oupon their (the manufacturers ' ) 
p articul ar item in  t he newspaper . The pract i c e  of extra 
s tamping t ook hold and grew . The que sti on of whi ch grocer s 
will  vend stamps i s  decided for the pres ent,  so most 
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managerial decisions on stamps today in the food field 
concern the proper manipulation of the promotion to 
maximize profits, specifically, the use of extra stamps. 
In spite of the increasing importance of extra stamping 
in Memphis and in other parts of the country, very limited 
information was available to answer the questions of 
retail grocers, distribution point officials, and food 
manufacturers, who wanted to know more about the power 
of ext ra stamps to move merchandise, how to use extra 
stamps more effectively, and the implications of ext ra 
stamps to food retailing. 
Douglas J. Da lrymple, of the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, Cornell University, has concluded a controlled 
study on the effects of extra stamping on the sale of 
frozen cherries. He concluded that fifty ext ra stamps 
on a forty-three cent can of frozen cherries increased 
sales about ten times without newspaper advertising or 
eighteen times with newspaper advertising.1 
Douglas J. Dalrymple' s valuable study illustrates the 
power of extra stamping to move a specific item (cherries), 
but it is too limited in scope to provide an understanding 
lnouglas J. Dalrymple, The Effect of trading Stamps 
on the Sale of Frozen Cherries"; Paper NO: O, (Ithaca : 
The Department of Agricultural Economics, Cornell University, 
November, 1959 ) pp. 1-3. 
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of the many variables involved in extra stamping in food 
retailing. A more comprehensive study was needed to 
answer general questions on extra stamping. Interviews 
with retail and wholesale grocers were conducted to 
measure the effectiveness of extra .stamping in food 
retailing in Memphis and to furnish useful information 
for managerial deci sions on this increasingly important 
competitive use of stamps. These interviews, beside s 
providing opinions and current practices, have uncovered 
quantitative data and new is sues. 
II. METHODS OF PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA 
Grocery wholesalers have contributed both general 
information and ratios of movement on different extra 
stamped products. Preliminary interviews indicated that 
sales of specific products promoted by extra stamping at 
retail decidedly increased wholesale sales when the promo­
tion was featured in all stores of the wholesale sponsored 
retail chain. To estimate the influence of ext ra stamps 
is moving products at wholesale, it was necessary t o  compare 
the average { or expected) sales of the product without extra 
stamps to the whole sale sales of the product during retail 
extra stamping. The products to be investigated were 
taken from gf.'ocery chain advertisements in the 
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n ewspapers . Weekly whole sale  stock records of the se 
products ( in case lots ) were then examin ed and sale s 
ave rag ed for each product for five w eeks before the 
promoti on started and five weeks following the promotion. 
The '' av erage" ( expect ed ) weekly sal es before s tamps were 
compared to the sales of that product during extra stamping 
to determine the influence of ext ra stamps in incre asing 
s ales  of the product. The average weekly sal es after 
extra s tamping were compar ed again to the sale s during 
extra stamping to determine the lastin g effects of the 
promotion. Although. information on every product listed 
was unobtainabl e ,  a representative group of these  comparisons 
has been included in tabl es in this chapte r. 
Retailers were intervi ewed personally by the inve st i­
gator to gather all avail abl e informat ion on ext ra stamps 
f rom that sourc e . A special effo rt was made to uncov er 
quantitative data on procedure s and product s ale s with ext ra 
stamps . The que stionnaire used as a basi s  for the se 
intervi ews is Appendix B, but the indications of this 
s ampling are given in this chapter. 
The universe for this  sampl ing in cl uded the sixty-six 
stamp vending food store man ag ers in Memphi s. The univers e  
and the number of manag ers in the uni vers e  vending e ach 
particular type of stamp was determined by checking the 
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listings of the chain groceries involved in the Memphis 
telephone directory against either wholesaler lists or 
newspaper advertisement lists of stores. Since the 
sample constituted 66. 7  per cent of the universe and the 
four groups of store managers comprised the entire uni­
verse, a proportionate representation of each group was 
obtained by randomly selecting 66. 7  per cent of each 
group (rounding number to be selected fr om each group off 
to a whole number).  This procedure stratified the sample 
as to stamp vended and provided a means of selecting two 
other variables which could influence answers the location 
and t he size of the store managed, randomly. 
Addresses of stores selected were recorded on the 
questi onnaires to find the store and to ascertain whether 
the store was located on a main traffic artery, was in a 
shopping center, or in a less heavily trafficked area. 
The number of check-out counters in the store was the 
measure determining the size of the store; under three 
check-out counters constituted a small store; three to six 
constituted a medium store, and seven and above constituted 
a large store for purposes of this investigation. 
III. THE · EFFECTS OF EXTRA STAMPING 
Movement of Merchandise 
All wholesalers and retailers interviewed agreed 
that extra stamping was an effective promotion for 
increasing sales. Its acceptance in Memphis is shown 
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by the facts that all four stamp vending grocery chains 
are using it in their newspaper advertisements, and that 
100 per cent of. the grocers thought that the results of 
extra stamping had been "satisfactory. 11 Thirty-six out 
of the forty-four retailers interviewed had been using 
extra stamping independently, primarily to sell specific 
items of inventory. Perhaps the most signi ficant endorse­
ment of extra stamping was expressed in the answer to a 
question involving the proposed introduction of a new food 
product thro ugh grocery stores. Thirty-six out of the 
forty-four grocers (approximately 82 per cent) expressed 
the opinion that a fifty ext ra stamp coupon would be more 
effective than a price reduction coupon equal the cost of 
the fifty extra stamps to the grocer. Out of these thirty­
six grocers, twenty-nine stated in ratio form how much more 
effective they felt the fifty extra stamp coupons were over 
the price reductions. These ratios, when averaged , 
indicated that these twenty-nine grocers (taken together) 
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were of the opinion that e xtra stamp coupons were 2 .4 
times as effective as the price reduction coupons. Store 
managers were asked to us e r,a.tio comparisons in estimating 
the potential of a fifty extra stamp newspaper coupon 
in moving " an averag e i tern. " T hese ratios, when averaged, 
indicated that the grocers (taken together ) were of the 
opinion that a fifty extra stamp coupon would increase 
sal es of the " average product" to 1,240 per cent of sales 
of that product expected without the extra stamps. This 
is a conservative estimate when compared with wholesale 
ratios of movement. The tables on the following four pages 
indicate the potential of extra stamping in Memphis, as 
estimated by the retail grocers interviewed. 
Whole sale grocers and distribution point officials 
were also enthusiastic about the pot ential of extra 
stamping for increased sales. (Profit margins are low 
in the wholesal e grocery field, and volume of business 
is especially important. ) T he figures obtained from 
wholesalers are considered more accurate than those obtained 
from interviews with retail grocers . The two wholesal ers 
with more distribution and the more powerful stamps 
increased movement on the extra stamped items investigated 
an average of 3,1 35 per cent. Another wholesaler with 
less distribution increased movement only 1, 688 per cent. 
N umber 
P er C ent 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF RErAIL GROCERS WHO EXTRA STAMPED 
ITEMS IN ADDITION TO THOSE APPEARING IN 
THEIR CHAINS NEWSPAPER ADS 
85  
Did Extra St amp D i d Not Extra St amp 
36 
82� 
8 
18% 
Number 
P er  Cent 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF GROCERS WHO THOUGHT THE RESULTS OF 
ExrRA STAMPING HAD BEEN SATISFACTORY 
S at i sfact or y 
44 
1 00 
Uns ati sfactory 
0 
0 
8 6  
87 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF GRO CERS WHO FAVORED THE INTRODUCTION OF A 
NEW FO OD PR ODUCT , A 50 CENT SELLER , BY NEWSPAPER 
COUPON WORTH 50 EXTRA STAMPS RATHER THAN A 
NEWSPAPER CO UPON WORTH 11 CENTS TOWARD 
PUR CHASE OF THE NEW PRODUCT 
Number 
Per Cent 
Coupon Worth 
50 Ext ra St amps 
36 
82% 
Coupon Worth 11¢' 
8 
18% 
88 
TABLE V 
EST IMATED MERCHANDISE MOVEMENT CAUSED BY 50 ExrRA STAMP 
COUPO NS IN NEWSPAPER EXPRES SED IN PER CENT OF AVERAGE 
WEEKLY SALES AS ESTI MATED ON AVE'RAGE ITEM BY 
RETAIL GRO CER S I NTERVIEWED 
Number 
P er  Cent 
Le s s  than 500- 1000- 2000- 3000 and 
500 999 1999 . 2999 O ver 
6 
13 
10  4 
9 
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Lower volume, less stamp distribution, and the fact that 
this wholesale firm couponed all of the products investi­
gated during the same week are believed to account for the 
lower percentage increase. Increased competition among 
the extra stamped items themselves lower sales on the 
individual extra stamped items. 
One of the cities• leading retail grocers, Mr. Thomas 
Dunn, who manages four large Pie Pac markets giving Quality 
Stamps and doing heavy volume, was impressed with the 
promotional elasticity of stamps in his stores. He esti­
mated increased sales on thirty-two items by comparing 
his written records on coupons received and his store 
managers• estimate of his usual or average weekly sales 
before couponing the items.2 These comparisons indicated 
that extra stamping would increase sale s an estimated amount 
of 3, 160 per cent per product. ( See Table IX) Mr. Dunn 
has made a practice of couponing high mark-up, usually 
slow moving items, in his advertisements, and this, perhaps, 
accounts in part for the large percentage increase. Sales 
of certain products increased over seventy fold when extra 
stamped, according to these estimates. 
ar homas Dunn, Co-Owner and Manager of Pi e Pac Food 
Stores, Memphis, Tennessee, Personal Interview. 
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Although the retail and wholesale figures given 
in the preceding paragraphs and tables are estimates 
based on the best information available, the strong indi­
cation is that extra stamps can do a tremendous job of 
moving merchandise. Comparisons indicated that ext ra 
stamping would increase sales of products (averaging 
Tables VII, VIII, IX) to an estimated 2 ,855 per cent. 
The Movement of Specific Items 
There are many factors governing the power of extra 
stamps to move specific items; the acceptance and use of 
the item, the pricing policy on the item, the advertisement 
that the item carries extra stamps, display, the nwnber 
of extra stamped items in the store during the promotion, 
the location of the store, the .ti¢e of week the item is 
extra stamped, the frequency with which the item is extra 
stamped, and the popularity of the stamp. These multiple 
influences on the demand of the ext ra stamped products 
have made it difficult for grocers to stock correctly for 
the promotion. Retail grocers complained frequently to 
the interviewer of overstocking and understocking. 
Indicatio·ns were received from the interviews that 
could possibly clarify some of these variables. Many 
consumers, like the lady who bought extra stamped dog food 
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to nre-sell it, " are agressive stamp savers. These 
customers will purchase slow moving items, if they have 
any possible use for them. Frozen foreign style dinners 
are an example. Sales on this item increased approximately 
a hundr ed fold in some retail stores when extra stamped, 
because very few were being sold before the extra stamping. 
A popular item like sugar may show a larger inc rease in 
case movement than a al.ewer item when extra stamped but a 
smaller percentag e increase since it is alre ady a popular, 
high volume item. There are some low demand items which 
even extra stamps will not move, although some grocers 
have commented that they could sell their "floor sweepings'' 
if they extra stamped them. 
Bakery products and desserts move especially well if 
extra stamped. Those retail grocers who had rede emed 
coupons for coffee  cak es, pecan rolls, strawberry short 
cake, and other impulse items were very enthusiastic ; and 
many described such items as their first choice for e xt ra 
stamps. Others felt that non-food items, particularly 
tooth brushes, aspirin, toothpaste, and other high-mark-up 
items not only moved well, but absorbed the cost of extra 
stamping better. Meats are a high margin item. Stamps 
se em to work particularly well on bacon. sausage, and 
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ground beef. (�ee T ables VI and VII for grocers I prefer­
ences and movement of individual products by ratio at 
wholesale.) Table VIII includes estimates of Mr. John 
Gray, Jr. ; T able IX includes estimates of Mr. Thomas Dunn. 3 
T here are various pricing practices used with extra 
stamping, as is evident from the examination of the news­
paper advertisements themselves. T he National Tea Company 
has not included the price of the extra stamped item in 
their newspaper promoted extra stamp coup ons, while The 
Kroger Company, Big Star Cash Food Stores, and Liberty 
Cash Grocers generally have included the price. Big Star 
Cash Food Chain has lowered occasionally the price of an 
extra stamped item for the promotion. This was very 
effective in moving the items. 4 When this procedure was 
followed on Campbell's Soup, it was so "successful" that 
one grocer was "glad he ran out, " since he was standing 
a loss on the transaction. One grocer admitted that by 
raising the . price of a certain item from thirty-nine cents 
to forty-nine cents and extra stamping it with fifty stamps, 
it moved exceptionally well. 
3John Gray, Jr., Co-Manager of Job.n Gray and Son, 
Big Star cash Food Store Number 8, Personal Interv iew. 
4John Gray, Jr., Interview, loc. cit. 
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TABLE VI 
FffiST CHOICES OF RETAIL GROCERS INTERVIEi/ED OF THE 
PRODUCT THEY WOULD PREFER TO EXTRA STAMP 
Me at s Cer eal Canned Non Food Produce 
Foods  Pr oduct s 
Number 10  0 8 1 2 3 
F er Cent 23 () --rn-- 21: � 
Br ead 
and 
Baker y 
Pr oduc t s  
11 
--z-
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T ABLE VII 
MOVEMENTS AT WHOLESALE OF INDIVID UAL PRODUCT S DURING AND AFTER 
EXTRA STAMPING EXPRESSED. IN PER CENTAGE RELATIONSHIP TO 
AVERAGE MOVEMENT . ( FIVE WEEKS AVERAGE BEFORE EXI'RA 
STAMPS IS REPRES ENTED AS 100 PER CENT . )*  
Product 
Listerine 
Colg at e Economy 
Extr a St amp Peri od 
Perc entage Movement 
612 
1555 
st. Joseph ' s Aspirin 11820 
Mennen • s Foamy 117 .3  
Fl eer s Bubble Gum 8 161 
We stinghouse Light Bul b s  1155 
Kr aft Caramel s 25 04 
Real Kill 3234 
Vets Dog Food 2525 
Ic ed T ea 869 
T ea Ba.:gs 4116 
Coffe e 3665 
Bl ack Pepper 6645 
St uffed Ol ive s 2500 
Mar shmallows 1243 
Peanut Butt er 5000 
Gel atin 3225 
Mixed Nut s 4275 
Fr o z en Veg et able s 729 
Pudding 1957 
bl!! 262 
Average 3235 
Aver. We ekly 
Mo vement Aft er ­
wards in Per 
Cent 
92 
54 
Not Avail able 
Not Available 
Not Avail able 
97 
14.3 
14 
Not Available 
102 
2.35 
72 
216 
86 
130 
105 
1 06 
65 
111 
299 
100 
119 
*Whole sale figures on me at s and bakery products were 
unobt ainable. Figur es include products of two whole sale firms . 
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TABLE VIII  
MOVEMENT AT RETAIL ( JOHN GRAY' S FOOD STORE ) OF PR ODUCTS DURING 
EXTRA STAMPING EXPRESSED I N  RELATION TO AVERAGE 
( EST IMATED ) MOVEMENT . *  
Product 
Listerine 
Light Bulbs  
Liquid Chiffon ( S oap ) 
Fr ee  Wax 
Co lgate Toothpaste 
Not e  Book Paper 
T e a 
Snow Cr op Dr inks 
Pe anut Butter 
Bremmer Pi es  
Duke s Mayonnaise  
Patio  Dinners 
Skinner s Macaroni 
Pillsbury Fl our 
May.re1e . Boiled Ham 
H•�aer Meat 
Aver age 
Movement in Percentage 
During Extr a Stamping 
1687 
540 
1257 
3700 
l072 
1417 
1400 
15.50 
1975 
1517 
228 3  
1250 
8900 
2467 
1408 
224 
2059 
*Mr . Gr ay produced coupon record s to s how movement during 
extr a st amping and e st imat ed his  " normal" movement of each 
item. Percent ages  w ere  obt ained from dividing e st imat ed 
normal movement int o  movement during stamping . Mr . Gr ay' s 
stor e  i s  of medium s i ze and loc ated in a ne ighborho od of 
" older people . "  
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TABLE IX 
MOVEMENT AT RETAIL ( PIC PAC �OOD STORE ) OF PROD UCTS DURING 
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT EXI1RA STAMPING EXPRESSED I N  
PER CENTAGE RELATION T O  AVERAGE ( EST IMATED ) 
MOVEMENT WITHOui1 EXI'RA STAMPS .  -1, 
Product Per cent age During Extra St amp s 
Al coa  Aluminum Foil 
West inghouse Bulbs  ( lOOW) 
No Bugs M' Lady 
Gl eem T o oth  Paste 
Gr iffin Shoe Polish 
J az z  Dog Food 
Mc Cormicks Vani lla Extract  
Sam Pan T e a  
T etley Te a 
Bla ckburn ' s Syrup 
D erby Bar-B-Q sauce 
Saur ' s Bl ack Pepper 
Heinz Cucumber Di sks ( Pickle s )  
Duke s Mayonnai s e 
We l sh Mixed Nut s 
L ibby' s Fr ozen Food s 
Everbe st Grap e Jam 
King Cot t on Sausag e Links 
T enne ss ee Pride S ausage 
Underwood Deviled H am 
Trade wind Shrimp 
Pat i o  Dinner 
Pi llsbury Flour 
Dixie Lily Flo ur  
Pil lsbury C ake Mix 
Cake Box Banana 
C ake Box Brownie s 
C ake Bo x Orange C ake 
Mort on Pec an R oll 
Morton Butt er H oney Cake 
Banana Cake 
Highlander Strawberry Short c ake 
Aver ag e  
68 00 
7 09 
4142 
318 3 
38 33 
1820 
1530 
967 
4267 
328 3 
1366 
4017 
9233 
1550 
7 333 
1575 
1213 
4233 
945 
2150 
7 026 
4167 
1 084 
1167 
958 
6050 
3500 
308 3 
2000 
4020 
2667 
,3833 
3260 
*Perc ent ages were deri ve d fr om di viding the stor e 
manag er ' s e stimat es of averag e or expect ed movement without 
st amps int o  the movement during extra st amping obt ained 
from coupon rec ord s .  
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T he Nat ional Tea  C ompany and The Kroger C ompany 
use twenty-five extra s tamps on many product s ,  while 
Bi g St ar C ash Food Stor e s  and Pie Pac Food St or e s use · 
f ifty and one hundred . One Bi g Star groc er expl ai ned 
th at twent y-fi ve extra st amps did not have "near the 
dr aw" of fifty extra stamps . The numb er of extra stamp s 
offer ed wit h a product oft en dep end s  on  it s mark-up . 
The Nati onal Te a Company has offer ed five hundred fre e  
st amps frequently wit h a whole s ide of b eef . See 
T abl e s  X and XI for r et ail grocer s •  opinions on t he num-
ber of st amps offer ed in r elat ion to  the  pr ic e of t he it em .  
It may b e  noticed that fifty extra st amps was t he mo st 
popul ar number of stamps offered ( among gr ocer s  interviewed) 
for products in the $ . 50 and $1 . 00 r ange . 
The pr oper advertis ement that the product carri es  
extr a stamps make s a great deal of differenc e in  publi c 
r espons e t o  ext ra st amping . If s tamps are to  b e  used as 
a " le ader , "  they should c ert ainly b e  adverti sed in c ircul ars  
or  ne wspaper s . Newspaper co uponing i s  perhaps th e most 
s at isfact ory method . A display i s almo st ne cess ary to ke ep 
enough i tems on t he fl oor t o  meet increased d emand . Every 
merc hant int erviewed s aid he t agg ed i t ems at t he point of 
purchas e wit h  extra stamp si gns , el even of the forty-fo ur 
used circul ar s ; and ten announced in th e sto r e  that it ems 
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T ABLE X 
EX11RA STAMPS ( 2.5 ,  .5 0 ,  or 100 )  GROCERS SAID THEY WOULD 
PtJr ON AN AVERAGE ITEM SELLING FOR $ • .50 
Nwnber 
P er  C ent 
2.5 St amps 
14 
.50 St amps 100 St amp s 
30 0 
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TABLE XI 
E�RA ST AMPS ( 25 ., 50 ., or 100) GROCERS SAID THEY WOULD 
PU? ON AN AVER AGE IT EM SELLING FOR $1 . 00 
Number 
Per Cent 
25 St amp s 
0 
0 
50 St amps 
29 
66 
100 St amp s  
15 
34 
carried extra stamps. All merchants said they used 
100 . 
display at least occasionally. Some merchants suggested 
that the most effective way to use extra stamping is 
packaging the stamps with the item. This has the advantage 
of not slowing down checking l ines and the disadvantage 
of possible theft of the stamps. Mr. J.  R. Hyde, Sr., 
of Malone and Hyde, said Big Star Cash Food Stores experi­
mented with the idea, but theft was too great.5 Apparently, 
Kroger had better results. Kroger managers lauded the 
practice highly ,  and Kroger stores use it frequently. 
Of course, if a great many items in a store are extra 
stamped at the same time, competiti on between items extra 
stamped in the store itself is accelerated; and sal es per 
item tends to be lessened. The Kroger Company and the 
National Tea Company have experimented with full page news­
paper advertisements, using only extra stamped items as 
leaders. Although results were reported good, the practice 
has not been repeated. Mr . J. R . Hyde, Sr. ,  thinks this 
idea confuses the customer and prefers to use only four to 
nine extra stamped it ems per Thursday's " Big  Star" adver­
tisement. 
5Mr . J. R .  Hyde, Sr., Chairman of the Board, Malone 
and Hyde, Inc., Personal Interview. 
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The location of the store may have bearing on the 
proportionate increase in sales caused by extra stamps . 
Stores in shopping centers and on main traffic arteries 
doing big volume reported more percentage increase in 
sales on the whole than neighborhood lower volume stores 
giving the same stamps. Mr. Thomas Dunn estimated a 
thirty fold increase ( his  stores are perhaps the largest 
giving Quality Stamps and are located in shopping centers} ,  
while the only two Big Star Cash Food Stores in the "small" 
category (two or less check-out counters) claimed an 
average of ten fold increase . 
The time of the week the item is extra stamped also 
makes a difference. The Kroger Company advertised with 
coupons good on Wednesday. One Kroger manager, at least , 
expressed the opinion after the experiment that coupons 
good on Thursday were much more effective than those good 
on Wednesday. (Thursday is normally a heavy volume day 
in Memphis . )  
The inherent powers of the stamp itself, its popularity 
and acceptance in the area ha ve a  large influence on the 
power of extra stamping. The two more powerful stamps in 
supermarket distribution had higher promotional results 
(expressed in questionnaire answers) by a ratio of approxi­
mately 15: 8  with the two less powerful stamps. 
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The Effect of Extra Stamping .QB Competiti·ve Br ands 
The e ffect of extra stamping an item on brands in 
competition with that item depends on the degree of competi­
tion and the items involved. A satisfactory new product 
sampled through the extra stamping process may well retain 
a larger share of the market than it had b efore the extra 
stamping. The retail grocers interviewed, however, felt 
that most extra stamped it ems returned to the s a.me market 
share as before the extra stamping. 
During the tim e that an item is extra stamped, sales 
of competitive items drop off sharply. When asked how an 
e xtra stamped item affected the sal e of items in direct 
competition during the ext ra stamping, the more frequent 
answers were "it kills it, " "you don't s ell any, " or 
similar expressions. Stor·e managers, when they were 
interviewed, all agreed that it seriously cut sales of the 
competitive it em. Out of forty-four retail ers, thirty-two 
said that less than 10 pe r cent of directly comp et itive 
it ems were sold during the promotion, two "didn't know" 
how much it decreased sales of t he directly competitive 
it ems ;  and the other ten retailers said there was less 
decrease in sales of competitive items than 90 per cent. 
The interview indicated, therefore, that while extra stamped 
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it ems decreas ed s al es of it ems in direct compet ition 
during the specia� promot i on, a ret urn to  the same market 
share afterwar ds could b e  expected in  mo st cas e s .  
Introducing _!! New Product Thro� Extra St amping 
Evidence already given (T abi'e IV ) indicat es that 
ret ail ers felt extra st amping would be an e speci ally go od 
way to introduce a new brand to  the public . Eight y-t wo 
per cent favored extra st amping over a pric e reduct ion of 
equivalent co st .  Mr. ;r. R . Hyde, Sr. ,  of Mal one and Hyde, 
s aid t hat he somet imes turned down sale smen who offered 
to  pay the extra st amping cost on their product, b ecause 
he dtd not want his  ret ailers to b e  drawn into overst oc king 
product s  that would not s e11 . 6 Extra st amping has proved 
succ e ssful in publi c sampl ing of dog fo od, bakery product s, 
and foreign styl e fro zen dinners . 
Extra St amping � !: Minimi zer of "Lo s s  Leaders" 
Most of the extra st amp leader coupons in newspaper 
advertisement s  are for one purpo s e, as  far as groc ers are 
conc erned, and t hat is  t o  bring more trade into  the st ore . 
Al l forty-four ret ail ers and all whol es al ers int ervi ewed 
6Mr .  J. R .  Hyde , Int ervi ew , loc . c it . 
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thought extra stamping accomplished this purpose. 
Mr. J. R. Hyde, Sr. said his grocers (Big Star Cash 
Food Store s )  had noticed an "increase" that they attri­
bu.t ed to the extra stamping. As reported before, The 
National Tea Company and The Kroger Company have used all 
ext ra stamp leader advertisements. When retailer s were 
asked if they would include more price leaders or extra 
stamp leaders �f they were to make up a newspaper or 
circular advertisement, 43 per cent indicated that they 
would use more extra s tamp leaders, 41 per cent more price 
leaders than stamp leaders; and 16 per cent indicated they 
would use an equal percentage of both leaders . The usual 
practice of the chain grocerie s, however, is to include 
many more price leaders than extra stamped items in new s­
paper advertisements .  
As the cost of some of these extra stamp discounts 
on items is reimbursed to the retailers by food brokers and 
sales men, extra stamping entails an economical leader system. 
Several grocers in the Liberty Cas h chain stated that 
practically all of their coupons were being reimbursed by 
the brokers and salesmen. 
Extra Stamps !:! �  Business Stabilizer 
Since personnel · policies and stocking procedures are 
already tail ored for the most part to heavy Thursday, Friday, 
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and Saturday business, stability of business throughout 
the week is not considered a big problem by most grocers; 
but it is a consideration. The Kroger Company experimented 
by offering two thousand extra stamps in a Monday adver­
tisement, but the practice has not been repeated. Con­
ceivably, extra stamping could help balance business through 
the week; but in Memphis it would have to overcome long 
established shopping habits. 
Extra Stamping and the Private Brand Manufacturers Brand Fight 
Manufacturers very often resent and oppose the practice 
of wholesale officials t1 pushing" their own private brands 
over the manufacturers' brands. This has always been a 
problem in wholesaler-manufacturer relationships, but, 
since private br�ds are more profitable to the wholesaler, 
they are continually promoted. An examination of the Kroger 
Company and The National Tea Company ' s  advertisements indi­
cated that they were using extra stamps to focus consumer 
attention on their particular brands. More than half of 
the extra stamped items appearing in many advertisements 
were Kroger and Natco brands, and often the same brand was 
extra stamped more than once. If the power of extra stamps 
is as great as indicated in this or Douglas J. Dalrymple 1 s 
1 06 
study, then this repeated practic e has potential for 
inc reasing the market share of private brands over manu­
facturer• s brands. At least, stamps are a potent induc ement 
for consumers to sample the private brands. 
IV.  CONCLUSI ON 
Extra stamping has had a marked influence on specific 
item and aggregate merchandise sales in most extra stamp 
giving stores. Grocers, wholesale and retail, felt that 
couponing extra stamped items in newspap er advertisements 
constituted an effective and economical leader system and 
an excellent way of pin-pointing the mov ement of specific 
items. While extra stamps will increase sales of practically 
any item, the purposes b ehind extra stamp decisions influence 
the specific item chos en. Extra stamps are put on private 
brands and overstocked items to move those particular items ; 
they are put on popular items to increase over-all store 
volume; they are put on high margin items to help absorb 
promotional costs; and they are put on many items simply 
because the food broker stands the cost of the stamps him­
self. High margin impulse items that are quickly consumed 
sell especially well when extra stamped and do not lead to 
"over-buying" by consumers. When judiciously used, extra 
stamping has an effect similar to price reduction, but a 
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higher elasti city value . Merc hants doing heavy volume 
in a heavil y tr afficked lo cation who hav e  one of t h e  more  
popul ar st amps can expect higher perc ent ag e incr eases  of 
sales t han merchant s without tho s e  qualificati ons . 
The  pr omotion r epre s ent s a flexibl e and e conomic al 
tool for grocery manag ement , a conveni ent way to  induce 
cust omers t o  sample their product f or f ood br okers , mor e 
st amp s al es for stamp compani es , and an extr a bonus for 
avid st amp saving consumers . The dis advant age of impr oper 
sto cking , t he handling, and the  exp ense of t he coupons 
are pr e sent evi ls that can be partially overc ome by 
proper manag ement . To  manage the pr omot ion pr operly 
requir es a knowledge of the many vari abl es already di scus sed. 
CHAPrER VI 
AFffiAISAL 
The large stamp companies , the Premium Advertising 
Association of America ,  and the popularity of stamps with 
the American housewife have continued to foster stamp 
growth. In 1959, with tremendous numerical strength , 
better organization , and favorable reports from economic 
studies , stamps have won a more stable position in the 
economy. In spite of recent gains , however ,  the status 
of stamps is still a highly debatable issue. Although 
legislative attempts against stamps have diminished 
recently in the face of majority decisions , the fact that 
many merchant groups are still desperately seeking means 
to restrict them in any possible way indicates that the 
struggle between opposing factions is not over. 
Most opposition to stamps stems from merchants who 
stand to lose from the promotion because of location , 
present large market share ,  product , or exclusion from the 
better stamp plans. Some merchants lose because stamps 
effect a redistribution of volume in an area without a 
significant increase in total area volume. Spokesmen for 
the anti-stamp merchants contend that the stamp promotion 
is not economically sound; that while other forms of 
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advertising may create over-all volume, stamp s do not; 
that not only do stamps fail to. perform a nece ssary service 
to the economy, but in reality, they deceive the consumer. l 
To examine the se charge s and provide an unbiased 
appraisal re quire s an evaluation of stamps from the vi ew­
point of each group affected in the economy: the merchants, 
the cons umer and advertising firms 11 competing" with stamps 
for the advertising dollar. 
I .  MERCHANT APPRAISAL 
The merchant considering stamps needs to have informa­
tion that will aid him in making his decision. Stamp 
salesmen often furnish biased information. Although the 
sales pre sentation may be quite true, i t  does not bring 
important anti-stamp consideration s to light. The merchant 
should be acquainted with the general disadvantages as 
well as advant ages of stamps, then he can consider his own 
particular situation and evaluate stamp plans available. 
The advant ages and disadvantages of stamps are given 
below in listed form. Some of the points may seem super­
ficial, but good coverage has been attempted. Because 
dis advantage s are least obvious, they will be given primary 
consideration. 
1rhe Economic s of Trading St&.r!J)S 1 Safeway Stores, Inc . ,  
T yped Report, (No Date) pp. 1-5. 
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Disadvantages 
Cos t o:f Stamps. Cos t varies with the plan. Generally 
speaking, the cos t is between 1 1/2 per cent to 3 per cent 
of gros s sales, depending on discounts, distribution, 
and initial price. For vendors other than grocers, 2 . 5  
per cent is perhaps a conservative expectation, and 2 per 
cent for grocers. This is expensive advertising :  "Net 
profits in the retail food field seldom exceed 2 per cent. 
A profit ratio of l per cent to 1 1/2 per cent is more 
typical. "
2 Gasoline stations report the same problem. 
A substantial vol1lllle gain is necessary to cover expenses 
of the stamps ( depending on the busines s ) . It must be 
remembered that with vol1lllle gains other expenses often 
ri se. The store operating with no exce ss capacity (all 
t he business it can handle with present facilities ) mus t 
seriously consider this problem. 
Handling . Handling is al ways disadvantageous t o  some 
degree. Despite facilities developed by the stamp companies, 
such as cash register trays and even special vending machines, 
stamps require counting and figuring like any other change. 
Often check-out lines are slowed. Gas stations probably 
2"T rading Stamps Are Responsible for Costly Price Wars, " 
Safeway Store s' Pamphlet, (No Date ) ,  p. 3. 
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have the  most tr ouble . Oper at or s  oft en c arry pads of 
st amps i n  t heir pocket s and with dirty  hands , t ear out 
the c orr ect amount . Rain accent uat es  their difficult ie s .  
S ome merchant s have report ed st amp invent ori e s  damaged 
by moistur e and t emperature , but under normal c ondi t ions, 
and with pr oper c are , t hi s  pre sents smal l difficult y .  
Spec ial care must be  t aken t o  av oid t heft ,  b ecaus e st amps 
ar e "money . "  In act ual ity ,  however ,  the  expense dis advant age 
i s  so  much great er in comparison that merc hant s g ener ally 
r egard handling trouble s as  negligibl e . 
Di sc ontinuanc e . The merchant may l egally drop st amps 
aft er the c ontract has expir ed ;  by purpo sely violat ing the 
contract he may drop t hem bef ore contrac t time limit . 
C ompet it ively, dropping i s  much more difficult . The cus­
t omer h as b een a sked and invit ed by the vendor t o  fill 
st amp books . T o  announce di scontinuance will doubtl e s s  
irrit at e the cust omer wh o  has part i ally filled books ( and 
such i s  o bviously t he case wit h mo st st amp savers ) . Thi s  
cust omer may trade el sewhere t o  c omplet e  his book, or , 
angered , may never r eturn t o  t he st ore . If h e  doe s r et urn, 
his c omments may be quit e disagreeabl e to t he merc hant . 
Alt hough notice of di sc ontinuance may be g iven long befor e 
t he actual act , st amps are diffi cult to  " drop . " One idea 
i s  t o  follow di s continuance with a promoti on other than 
st amps . 
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Competitive Enmity. Previously peaceful competi-
tive relationships often degenerate . into serious 
retaliatory wars when stamps .are introduced by one of 
neighboring competitors. Concerns may maintain open 
friendship or at least "peaceful co-existence" for years 
without cut price competition of any kind. Stamps �uto­
matically invite retaliation and neutralization of benefits. 
The merchant who has experienced volume gains must consider 
the nullifying effect of competitive defensive measures. 3 
Once instituted, multiple stamp competition is every bit 
as serious and expensive as price cutting. 
Economically Unsound. Many merchants feel that stamps 
are an unethical type of competition. Firms who have built 
a reputation on low prices and service, often regard the 
promotion as an uneconomical movement, and disseminate 
anti-stamp advertising designed to convey this attitude 
to the consumer. Whether stamps are unsound for the economy 
or not is subject to debate, but such institutions are 
reticent about adopting a policy they feel is detrimental 
to both consumer and retailer. 
Consumer Disapproval . Some consumers, impressed with 
anti-stamp advertising, shop at non- stamp stores, thinking 
perhaps that the cost of stamps is added to the price of 
3see Historical Chapter for the cyclical effect of 
st amps. 
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the goods . The coupon seems an admission that the goods 
do not measure up to price asked. Stamps irritate some 
customers because they complicate value decisions ; a few 
drop stamps when they realize the length of time involved 
in filling a book . 
Complication of Procedure. Stamps affect buying and 
other operational decisions. A store adopting stamps may 
be faced with important change of procedure and policy. 
Personnel, inventory, bookkeeping, and advertising procedure 
often have to be re-examined in the light of this change. 
Dealer Reliability. Some dealers provide excellent 
service and execute every detail of the contract ; others 
may be totally unreliable. Sales presentation and actual 
operations are two different explanations. History denotes 
the damage done by ".fly-by-nighters" in the past. Dealer 
treatment of stamp savers involves the reputation of the 
vendor. The merchant should be particularly careful in 
selecting his stamp dealer. 
Retailer Competes with Himself. Small appliance, 
hardware stores, and variety stores may find themselves 
"feeding the mouth that bites them. 11 Retailers give stamps 
that may be exchanged for merchandise comparable to their 
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own .  Norman Br own of Summer ' s  Brown says that r edempt ion 
cent er competit ion is c ons iderably detrimental to  t h e  
small appli ance trade . 4 
L egal Implications . In  s ome ar eas the r etailer i s  
liabl e  for license t axes unpaid by the  st amp company . 
Ret ail ers have been arr e st ed and brought t o  tri al by 
part ie s e ager to t e st f air -trade pric e  maint enance on the 
questi on of whet her st amps ar e a dis co unt f or cash or a 
pri c e  cut .  The que stion i s  st ill not c ompl et ely solved . 
Mer c handising Pr ogram Inflexibil ity. Some r et ail ers 
f e el t hat b ecaus e st amp co st s  are in dir ect proport ion t o  
sal e s  t he manager cannot ad j ust oper at ions to c hangi ng 
c ondit ions . Other promot i ons c an be mor e e asily contr oll ed 
and called upon t o  bo ost bus iness  when needed . The st amp 
pr omot i on is  long-r un in nature and cannot advant ageously 
be dr opped and re-adopt ed as oft en as dir ec t give -aways . 
Advantages  
Increas ed Volume . Just as c o st is  by far the main 
disadvant age , incr eas ed sales  i s  by far the main advantage . 
Business volume has b een doubled for hundreds of vendors 
4Norman Br own , Owner , Summer ' s Br own Applianc e Store , 
Pers onal Int ervi ew. 
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who have us ed st amps under favorabl e conditions . Ther e  
are many reasons why stamps incre ase volume . Most o f  them 
need no expl anat ion. 
A.  They change shopper s to cust omers . 
B .  T hey hold cus t omers .  
c .  They ins ure repeat sal e s ( c usto ­
mer has t o  come more than once t o  
fill a book) . 
D .  They appeal to all types of peopl e .  
E .  "When pr operly handled , "  9 5  per c ent 
of the buying publ ic  save t hem . 
F .  They give customers a re as on for 
di sr egarding compet it or s ' l ow price s . 
G . They ar e  a t ime pr ov en promotion.  
H .  Th ey make adverti sing mor e at tract ive 
( groc er can ad-zert i s e  mor e than " beans" , 
f or ins tance . ) .!:> 
Summed up , t hese  fact or s simply mean that the s t ore has 
mor e cust omer s and mor e sales per c ust omer t hrough th e use 
or st amps . 
Volume figures  gi ven by st amp sale smen are impre ss ive . 
S �le smen of pr ogr essive compani es can usually pr oduce  l ett ers 
of t e st imony from prominent retail ers in an ar ea who ar e 
pleas ed wit h  the plan and have i ncre ased their volume over 
50 per c ent . 
C ust omer Goodwill . C ustomer s may f eel that the merchant 
i s  progr es sive and genero us to  inst it ut e st amp promot io n . 
5c .  M .  Byron,  "Tvading Stamps- -Me nace? or Magic ?" , 
T he Volunt ary · and Coop er ati ve Gr oups Magazine , March , 1954, 
p .  1 . 
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Wh ether the housewife b elieves st amps are  a " bonus for 
pat r onag e , "  "profit sharing , "  " a  di s count for cash , "  or 
simply an added s ervi c e , sh e may be favorably disposed t o  
the merchant giving them. Someone h as de scribed premiums 
as t he only type  of pr omoti on in which the c ust omer dir ect ly 
benefits . At any r at e ,  st amps ·  are valuabl e in building 
g o odwill . 
Quicker Credit Collect i ons . Stamps , when us ed as a 
" dis count for c ash, " de creas e acc ount s r ece ivable . A 
s uperett e in T exas had thi s  experienc e : "we ar e  a credit 
st or e and do not give stamps except to fully paid-up 
account s ;  thi s has cut acc ount s  r eceivab l e  by mor e  t han 
one half . " 6 Stamps encour age mor e  " c ash and carry" trade . 
St abilize s Busi�. Pr oper manipulation of st amps  by 
a vendor can st abili ze  his  business . Merc hant s b y  offering 
extra st amps on " off days " or " off hours " c an maintain 
st eadi er trade and cut overtime and part -time h elp expens e s . 
Competit or Pays .  T he compet itor oft en pays t he 
merchant ' s  stamp bill  in l o st volume . If the plan do es not 
do mor e than pay f or it self in gained volume , t he mer chant 
may rationali ze t hat t he promot ion has s erved its purpo se 
as  a defensive measure . 
6"What Dealer s S ay About Premiums --S tamp Plans , "  
T he Pr ogr e ssive Gro c er ,  Oct ober , 1953 , p .  38 . 
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Induc es Purchas es  of High Mark-Up Goods .  Stamp 
de al ers cont end that customer s ar e pr one t o  buying hi gher 
mark-up it ems in t heir frenzy t o  obt ain stamps .  
S ervi ce . Some st amp companies  offer merc handi sing 
advic e  and dir ect assi st ance to t he r etailer s . Progr essive  
merchandi sing met hods may be  suggest ed by th e deal er ,  which 
l ead to hi gher pr ofit s for t he ret ail er .  St amp compani es  
want t he vendor to  suc ceed . 
Divi des C ost with the Customer . Cust omers c an be 
subtly induced  to pay part of t he promoti on expense  by 
paying higher pri ces  on merchandi se . 
Flexibil ity T h!:.Q� Extr a  St amps . Extr a st amp s  will 
oft en mov e merchandi s e  much more  economi cally t han pric e cut s .  
Only st amp vendors c an exerci se t hi s  flexibility within t he 
promot ion.  Many a r et ail er in Memphi s has solved his p eri sh­
abl e  and overst ocld.ng probl ems through extra stamps . Extr a 
st amps can " pin-point"  any it em in t he store for purchase .  
Ot her �dvantages . Ot her advant ages  of st amps are :  
they r eward cust omers dir ectl y in proport i on t o  t heir patronage , 
they pr ovide im;tprov�d profit and expense r at i o s  in many cases, 
they provide s aving s on dis count s fr om l arg er purchases ,  and 
they encourage customer s to  shop the st ore first . 7 
7H arvey L . Vr edenburg, T rading Stamps, ( Bl o omil;lgton :  
Bur eau of Business R e search, I ndiana Univer sity, 1956 ) , p .  109 .  
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Specific Considerations 
After the retailer has examined stamps general ly, 
he must examine them specifically; he must determine whether 
his own particular situation would be improved or worsened 
by adopting a plan. Below are important considerations in 
deciding whether or not a stamp plan would help profits. 
Location. The retailer located in close proximity 
to competition may find the effects of stamps intensified; 
the first to adopt in such an area is likely to have signi­
ficant volume increases, but retaliation is more likely. 
Locations on main traffic arteries are conducive to better 
stamp promotion than locations on side streets. A residential 
neighborhood filled with new families is better than an 
industrial or "older" neighborhood. Location near a group 
of stores or stores with high volume business giving the 
particular stamp considered is ideal. 
� of Store. A store which has small and frequent 
purchases of convenience goods and whose competition is keen 
can perhaps do most with the promotion. Large purchases on 
shopping or demand goods are usually based on other considera­
tions than stamps. ,  If competition is not keen, then there 
may be little source for increased volume. Grocery stores, 
gasoline stations, drug stores, and cleaners are the tradi� 
tional users of stamps, while auto dealers ., furniture stores 
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and l arge appl i anc e deal ers find mor e diffi culty in making 
the promot i on work. Some department stor e s  have been very 
succe s sful with stamps ; Famous Barr in St . Louis i s an 
example .  
St ore Capacity. The store must  handl e the incr ea s ed 
volume wit hout an offs ett ing increas e in cos t .  A situat ion 
of exc es s capac ity is  ideal . If more  p ersonnel or machinery 
must be added to handl e expect ed increase volume , t he se 
expenses must be consider ed . 
Plans Available .  Alt ernativ es to  stamps are important 
c onsider ations . If a cheaper pr omot ion will accompl i sh t he 
s ame purpos e , t hen that promot ion  may be mor e  feasibl e t han 
stamps . In mo st inst anc e s , when stamps are highly popul ar , 
alt ernat ive  plans ar e relat ively ineff ect i ve . If exclusive 
agency agreement s have excluded the  ret ailer already from 
the b e st plans , it may be w i s er to adopt a tape  pl an or 
gi ve-away. 
Sour c e  for Volume . If a retailer alre ady h as the 
" lion' s shar e" of volume in a particul ar ar ea ,  h e  may f ind 
l ittle  source for increas ed volume unl e ss he i s  l oc ated  on 
a main traffic  art ery . A st ore , for e xampl e,  with  80 per 
c ent of the  gas oline busines s  i n  an area may adopt st amps 
wi s ely only as a def ens ive mea sur e .  
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� of Customer . A study done in Indi anapolis 
indicated that the following stamp saver would have ideal 
characteristics : a white, young, housewife with four or 
more in her household and family income of $4, 000 or over. 
Men, people over sixty years old, and unmarried people 
generally exhibit less interest in stamps.8 
Evaluating Stamp Companies 
The choice of a stamp company is important and some­
times difficult when several alternatives are possible. The 
merchant should obtain inrormation from many sources on the 
individual company's merits. The Chamber of Commerce, 
�ublications, accounts already vending this dealer' s stamps, 
and salesmen both of the dealer or of competitive dealers 
can often contribute such information. Below are important 
consider at ions. 
Can the Company Prove That 1� Is Reputable? Is the 
company a seeming "fly-by-night" organization or is it stablef 
Is it local or national! Is it backed by sound interests, 
such as a reliable chain or a large department store? What 
kind of personnel does it employ? What are its selling 
methods and approaches? 
8Albert Haring and Wallace o .  Yoder, Trading Stamp 
Practice and Pricing Policy, ( Bloomington: Bureau of 
Business Research, Indiana University, 19.58 ), p. 46 . 
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Popularity. What is the company' s popular! ty 
standing in the area? What are the number and quality of 
its over-al l  accounts , and its accounts in the area? 
What do fellow (non-competing) merchants think of it? What 
is the prospect for future popularity of the company, Do 
customers request its stamps? 
Is the Company Well Advertised? Are its signs , 
stickers, catalogues, streamers, and other advertising 
material in good taste and attractive? Does it advertise 
over television, radio, and outdoor1 How does it suggest 
that th·e vendor !nit iate the promotion? 
What Does the Contract Require1 Does the dealer have 
a rigid contract? Does the franchise exclude competition 
sufficiently? Are the requirements on the vendor reasonable 
and in line with requirements of other dealers? Does the 
contract provide adequate dealer services? 
What Kind of "Deal" Does the Customer Get? Is the 
premium center attractive? How many stamps are required by 
each of the companies in the area for the consumer to get an 
equivalent premium? Are the prerni wns of the proper type? 
What Kind of General Attitude Do� the Company Have? 
Below is a quotation from S. L. Wisebart of the E agle Stamp 
Company of St. Louis :  
" As a c ompany we have a thre e fold 
obligat ion. First : T o  c ooperat e wit h 
our cust omers s o  t hat t heir invest ­
ment in Eagle St amps will be profit able 
t o  them. T o t hat end we provide 
c ouns eling and advert i s ing s ervice 
and work with our cust omer s as they 
give us the opportunit y. S econd :  
T o  maintain an act ive organi zat i on of 
st ores  and servic e st at ions in suf­
fic i ent ntunb er s and conveni ently 
locat ed so that st amp savers  c an fill 
st amp books easily ,  and t hus , keep up 
their int erest . Third : T o  s o  promote 
Eagle St amp publ ic it y that publ ic int erest 
will be maintained and The Eagl e S tamp 
Plan made wort h whil e for all . Through 
all of our work, our aim i s t o  give our 
customers earnest ,  honest , helpful 
cooper at ion , t o  c arry out ri gidly al l 
agreement s made , and to  adher e tena­
ciously to t he policy of advancing t he 
int erest s of our cust omers s o  t hat we , 
t oo ,  can Q ontinue t o  progr e s s  through 
service . " \j 
II . CONSUMER APPRAISAL 
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T he c onsumer is  l argely r e sponsibl e  for t he suc c e s s  
o f  stamps . Doe s  h e  act ually benefit fr om the promot ion or 
has he b een deceived int o  support ing it ? Studi e �  have been 
c omplet ed which provide  answers to the quest i on by r eveal ing 
stamps ' infl uenc e on prices , c onsumer opinion, and c onsumer 
shopping habits . Cert ainl y the  c onsumer i s  the l arge st 
group t o  be considered , and c onsumer mot ivations and re act ions 
to st amps ar e important from all viewpoint s .  
9s . L .  Wis ebar t ,  Pr es ident of Eagl e Stamp Company of 
St . Loui s ,  Pers onal I nt ervi ew . 
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Do St amps R ais e Pric e s? 
If the  c o st of st amps is expr ess ed in hig her pric e s 
or po or er s ervic es , t he cons umer may los e  from trading 
at stamp st ores , but if t he vendor s '  profit s from incre ased 
volume ab sorb th e cost of the st amps , the c onsumer is  
benefited . Bel ow ar e summarie s of  obj ect ive st udi es  which 
foc used on the  answer to  t he ab ove que st i on .  
T he Indi anapoli s  Survey. Profes s or s  Albert H aring 
and Wallace O .  Yoder of Indiana Uni ver si ty S c hool of 
Bus ines s c ompar ed pric es  in twent y-eight Indi anapolis  
f ood st or es , using as a basis  of  comparis on the list of 
f ood  it ems us ed by the Bureau of Labor St ati st ic s in c om­
piling - the  f ood s ect ion of it s c onsumer pr ic e index. Th e 
st udy found no signif icant t endency for pr ic e s  in st amp 
giving st or e s  to  be  eit her higher or lower than aver ag e  
i n  Indi anapolis . 10 
The  S urvey of Twenty Cit i e s . The Bureau of Labor 
Stat ist i c s  again formed t he bas i s  for a st udy comparing 
fift ee n c it ies wher e st amp s aturat ion had reached a signi­
fi c ant level and fiv e larger c it ie s whi ch were virt ually 
fr e e  fr om st amps . A c ompari son of the pric e indexes  of 
lOAlbert H ar ing and Wal l ace o .  Yoder , .2.E• c it .  p .  229 . 
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these cities revealed again that trading stamps had no 
identifiable influence on price indexes, that the 
hypothesis that stamps raise food prices in the communities 
where stamps are used was not supported.11 
T he Washington-Baltimore Studies. Since stamps are 
illegal in Washi ngton D. C. , and are used by 75 per cent 
of the supermarkets in Baltimore, thirty-five miles away, 
a comparison of prices in these two cities was made. This 
comparison revealed that specific food retailers price 
their unique combinations of food, service, and convenience 
to suit themselves regardless of stamps. There were no 
contrasting differences between the over-all price of the 
two cities.12 
The Supermarket Merchandising Mail Questionnaire. This 
survey was made by the trade magazine named above to ascertain 
how seventy-seven grocery firms using stamps in 1 , 360 
supermarkets regarded the stamp-pricing operations . The 
questionnaire revealed that 76.6 per cent said they had not 
changed prices up or down due to stamps, while 11.7 per cent 
admitted they had raised prices. Another 11.7 per cent 
contended that prices were actually lower in their stores 
after the promotion was instituted.13 . 
11 Ibid., P. 238 
12Ibid., pp. 257-258. 
1.3rbid. , p. 274. 
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Th� Department of Agricult ur e  St udy. T his study , 
conduct ed by a government agency , c ompared fi ve major 
ret ail chains ' organizat i ons which added st amps  during 
the fir st quart er of 1956 with fi ve which did not . The 
conclus ion r eached was that the av erag e  pric e s  paid by 
consumer s in st amp st ore s  incr eased 0 . 6  per c ent mor e  
than in non-stamp st or es . Since pr emiums wer e  worth 
2.  0 per c ent ( ac cordi ng to the st udy) , t his repre s ent ed 
a 1 .4 per c ent net gain t o  th e c ons upier . 14 C orrel at ing 
wit h  t hi s  conc lusion i s  the Haring-Yoder bel ief that th� 
pri c e  differential bet ween st amp and non- stamp st ores  
( c aus ed mainly by pr ic e reduct ions of  non- st amp st or e s )  
is bet ween 0 • .5 and 1 . 0  per cent . They cont end that the 
cons umer get s  t he gr eat est t ot al bargain by patroni zing 
the l owest -priced ,  c onveniently locat ed s t amp stor e . 1.5 
Motivat ions of St amp Sa� 
Ther e  are ot her mot ivati ons be side s dir ect pr emium g ain 
that ac count for c urrent stamp popul arit y .  Many c onsumers 
14Agr icult ural Market ing Servic e ,  United Stat e s 
Department of Agric ult ure , T rading Stamps and Their Impact 
on Fo od Pr i c e s ,  (Marketing R e s earch Report  No . 295) 
Washingt on, D . c . ,  Dec emb er , 19.58 . 
1.5Al bert H aring and Wal.lac e O .  Yoder , .2E .  c it . , p .  285.  
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enj oy s aving st amps as a " fad" or " game . "  Other s enj oy 
thinking of thems elves as being thrift y  or tr y to impr e ss 
their family or f'r i ends that they are thrifty by saving 
st amps . To some , saving st amps provide s just ifi cation 
for obt aining art icl e s  their husbands cannot afford t o  
buy t hem . Ther e  i s  no doubt that s tamps provide  an 
ent ertainment value and give savers  psychol ogical sat i s ­
factions • 1 6 
The Har ing-Yod er St� of Attitude s . In  an effort 
to under st and cons umer b ehavior t oward st amps and as cert ain 
patronag e mot ives in  Indianapolis , a que sti onnair e study 
was made under the Indiana Univer sit y gr ant . C onsumer s 
wer e divi ded int o f our gr oups wi th regard to their. int erest 
in st amps and the behavior and att it udes  of each group 
st udi ed . 
The study indic at ed that st amps . were  a strong s ec ondary 
patr onage motive . The more import ant mot ives  g iven by 
savers and non-savers for purc hasing rood at a parti cular 
st ore wer e :  pric e ,  quality ,  c onvenient loc at ion , a wide 
select ion of merc handise , and a cl ean st or e . 1 7 St amps , 
1 6Eug ene R .  Beem, "T he Out lo ok for Trading St amps , "  
an addr ess before t h e  Americ an Marketing Ass ociat ion ' s 
Northern California Cb.apt er ,  November 20 , 1958 . C opies  
av ail abl e from · the Sperry and Hutc hinson · C ompany, 114 
Fifth Avenue , New York, New York .  
l7Albert Haring and Wall ace O . roder , .2£ •  cit . , 
pp . 90-91 . 
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however, constitute an additional "plus" !'actor which 
because of increasing standardization of' outlets, dif'­
ferentiates the store and promotes volume increase. 
The sample was segregated into the following divisions : 
non-stamp savers 17. 5 per cent, agressive stamp savers 
22. 9 per cent, interested stamp savers 22.8 per cent, and 
passive stamp savers 36.8  per cent. Agressive stamp savers 
indicated by their answers that obtaining stamps was a 
definite patronage motive with them and that they were 
willing to pay slightly more to obtain stamps; interested 
savers indicated a willingness to pay slightly more, but 
did not mention stamps as a strong patronage motive, while 
passive savers neither indicated that stamps were a strong 
patrona ge motive nor that they would pay slightly more to 
obtain them. As would be supposed, the agressive savers 
have a tendency to shift their buying habits to obtain stamps, 
while the other two types would most likely still patronize 
a store which discontinued stamps. Interested savers ·would, 
however, probably regret discontinuance, while passive savers, 
who save stamps because they receive them free, would 
probably not care. 18 The agressive saver thus constitutes 
the hope of a retailer who has just installed stamps. 
18Ibid. , pp. 43-44. 
III . EFFECTS ON ADVERTISING 
Because stamps are a costly promotion , the�e has 
been much speculat ion as to whet her t hey reduce other 
forms of advert ising. It has been cont ended that 
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stamps substitut e for advertising. Professors Jean C. 
Halterman and Harrison L. Grathwohl of Indiana Universit y  
have invest igated this quest ion by examining actual 
advertising pract ices in Indianapolis ,  Indiana. 
T he advertising lineage in newspapers and actual 
radio and t elevision t ime purchases during 1954, 1955, 
and 1956 were studied. While " the introduction of stamps 
did not bring about any drastic or long-lasting effects 
upon the adv ertising practices of small retailers, " it 
did bring about an increase in newspaper advertising and 
the frequency of radio and t elevision advertising by major 
stamp giving retailers. Newspaper advertising was considerably 
increased in June , 1955, by the three ma jor chains adopt ing 
stamps at that time and a high level maintained t hroughout 
1956. All stamp stores investigated ( taken together) had 
increased t heir newspaper advertising 24.7 per cent in 
1956, as compared with 1954, while non-stamp st ores had 
actually decreased their advertising t o  97. 2  per cent of 
1954. It was also found t hat during 1955 the t hree major 
chains devot ed 24 t o  46 per cent of their advert ising to 
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the trading st amp theme by " l oo s ening" up t heir adver ­
t i s ing l ayout s slight ly .  In 1956 thi s  space devot ed 
t o  trading st amps was reduced .  The thr ee maj or c hains 
adopt ing st amp s al so .incre ased r adi o advert i sing in t he 
1955-1956 period,  and a l arge non- st amp chain purchased 
mor e spot announcements on t elevision in 1955 . Ther e  
was very  littl e direct anti -st amp advert i s ing b y  non-user s . 
The s tudy indi cat ed that trading s t amps were not a sub­
st itut e  for adverti sing. 19 
IV.  TRADI NG STAMPS AND T HE AMERICAN ECONOMY 
T her e ar e f our import ant questi ons t o  be  c onsidered 
in evaluat ing st amps in relat ion to the entir e e conomy : 
( 1 )  D o stamp·s acc ent uat e ret ail failure s, ( 2 ) do stamps 
r ai se th e ret ail price  level , ( 3 ) do st amp s pr ovide 
effi ci ent marketing channel s for premi1.Ul1 merchandi se,  and 
(4 ) . are  st amps a f air and e conomi c compet it ive prac tic e'/ 
T wo of t he se que st ions have been dis cuss ed in appr ais ing 
s tamps for specific groups i n  t he e c onomy, but it i s  
ne cess ary to  re -examine ret ail pri ces  and t he promot ional 
qualific at ions of st amps wit h added r eas �ning to view t he 
bro ader ec onomic pict ur e . 
l 9Ibid . , ·PP . 18  3-194. 
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Stamps ,!Ed Retail Failures 
Dr. Charles F. Phillips, Economist, in conjunction 
with Dunn and Bradstreet, made a study of retail failures 
in food stores, drug stores, and dry goods and general 
merchandise stores. "Failures" for these stores were 
tabulated separately for each year from 1947 through 
1956 in twenty-five large cities. It was found that 
whil e failures increased substantially during the 1954-
1956 period as compared with the three years from 1947-
1949, that the increases in failure indexes were substantially 
less for those cities where stamps had gained most as 
compared with both the twenty-five cities as a g roup and the 
cities without stamp activity. The study, therefore, 
indicated that stamps could actually have a slight preven­
tive effect on retail failures.20 
Charles F. Phillips believed that stamps actually 
increase competition and lowe� prices. He presented as 
evidence the Haring-Yoder Study in which over 50 per cent 
of non-stamp food stores, and 22. 6 per cent of druggist 
stated that they lowered prices to combat stamps. Many gas 
20 charles F. Phillips, "Trading Stamps and the 
Competitive Economy, " An address before the House Commi ttee 
on Agriculture, New York City, October, 1957 . Reprints 
available from The Sperry and Hutchi nson Company, 114 Fifth 
Avenue, New York, Ne w York. 
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stati on owners in Memphis �ho experiment ed with st amps  
said that st amp s were  r e sponsible  for lo weri ng gasoline 
price s and increasing competitio n. Th e lower pr i ce s 
instit ut ed by non- st amp stores  as a def ensive measure 
gener ally wer e met by st amp st ore s .  This  i s  al so true 
of added servic es  and increased adverti sing .  St amps s eem 
t o  increase  compet iti on in ne arly al l f acet s and , conse ­
quently,  lower the  price l eve1 .21 
Th e Efficiency of R edempt ion Center Distribution 
There i s reason from analysi s t o  bel ieve that the 
tr ad ing st amp method of distributing premiums wit h e st i ­
mat ed ret ail value $500 , 000 , 000 i s  more effi ci ent t han the 
orth odox marketing c hannels for t hos e good s . Alt hough 
mo st marketing functi ons must be shift ed and cannot be 
eliminat ed ,  erfic ienci e s  in t he distr ibut ive pro c e ss can 
oft en impr ove rat io s  of c onsumer value t o  c onsumer c o st .  
Becaus e trading s t amp companie s in Memphi s are large , 
cent rally locat ed ,  and l e s s  numerous than small er ret ail er s 
compet ing wit h pr emium-t ype mer chandi se ,  they can r eali ze 
the economi e s  of s cale  in an oli gopoly competit ive sit uat ion. 
These  companie s buy mo st premiums directly from manufacturers 
21Ibid .  
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and distribute  them through r edemption c enter outlet s. 
The exchang e functions of buying and s elling are  facili­
tated for the manuf acturer and the "retailer"  ( stamp 
c ompany in thi s c ase ) . Ther e are less  c ont acts nec es -
s�y between manufacturer ' s s ale smen and skilled stamp 
company buyers  with adequate demand information. Be cause 
pr emiums are bulk bought, they c an b e  obtained by stamp 
c ompani e s  at l e s s  co st than by mo st small retailer s ,  whil e 
the r educ tion in cost through quant·ity discounts r epre sent s  
actual tr ansportati on, stor age , and ri sk  s avings t o  the 
manuf'act urer. 
Less selling effort and le ss c ost s  are r e quired to  
move the premiums t o  consumer s from the r edempti on centers. 
When credit servic es to c onsumer s ar e  eliminated , "working 
c apital "  associated with account s  r eceivable  is unnece ss ary 
f or the stamp c ompani es. 22 Adverti sing expense s ar e c ut 
by stamp company utilizati on of retailer media space , and 
there are no separate  pr o�oti on c o sts  for the redemption 
cent ers . Mark-down and surplus pr oblems are also minimized 
by superi or market (demand) information possible in larger 
firms , and the unredeemed stamp r evenue is pas sed on to 
either the consumer or the retail vendor because of competitive 
22Eugene R .  Beem , "The I mpact of Consumer Pr emiums on 
Marketing Effi ciency, "  Journal of Marketing,  July , 1958 , 
pp . 17-22 . 
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pres sure s . 23 Although thi s c h annel of di stribution 
eliminat e s  c ert ain c onsumer servic e s ,  sl o ws mer chandi se 
mo vement in the s ense  that consumers must accumulat e 
st amps b efore  acquir ing premiums , and perhap s for c e  higher · 
margins on r et ailers c ompet ing wit h premiums , the market ing 
pr oce sse s of c oncentrat i on, disper sion ,  and e quali zati on 
{ supply and d emand )  are  facil itate� and the increas e in 
transactions and empl oyment c aus ed by the  premiwn business  
may well rais e the gener al vo lume of  busine ss activity . 
Stamps � �  Fair Competit ive Pract ice 
Economi sts Eugene R .  Beem, Charle s F .  Phillips , and 
Pr of e s sors Albert Haring , Wallace O .  Yod er , and Harvey L . 
Vr edenburg s eem t o  agr ee fr om the summari es  of t heir vari ous 
studie s t hat st amps ar e a f air promot ional pract ic e .  In 
our e c onomy the mar ket place is r egarded as the court and 
the c onsumer t he jury, de ciding the succes s of a product , 
service , or adverti sing promot ion . 24 Enough c ons umers 
have accepted st amps to give the promot ion tremendous s uc ce ss . 
In r e al ity stamps are little different fr om the other 
promot i onal pr act ice s  except that t hey intensify expens e and 
23Ibid . 
24charles  F .  Phillips , loc . cit . 
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results, are exclusive, and are relatively inflexible 
in dropping. The exclusive feature is perhaps the most 
widely attacked facet of stamp usage. Exclusiveness 
makes stamp competition impossible to meet on an identical 
basis. Exclusiveness, however, is found in many areas 
in our marketing structure, especially in products them­
selves (such as automobiles ) .  According to Charles F. 
Phillips, to say that stamps are an unfair competitive 
device would require a re-evaluation of our economical 
ideal of free competition.25 This contention has be en 
supported by the courts and other prominent economists 
who have studied stamps from this aspect. 
Dr. Eugene R. Beem points out that stamps have intensi­
fied competition by (1 ) providing a method of discotmt more 
difficult to imitate than price reductions, (2) providing 
a modest reduction in situations where fraction of cents 
reductions would be feasible though impossible, and ( 3 ) 
providing a discount on re-sale price maintenance items.26 
If stamps have been detrimental to any group in the 
economy, it has been either the merchants who have not 
adopted stamps or those who have failed to profit by them. 
This would be true of any successful promotion. 
25charles F. Phillips, loc. cit. 
26Eugene R. Beem, .2.E •  cit .,  p. 21. 
CHAPrER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI ONS 
I .  H ISTORY 
The same basi c operat ional methods e st abli sh ed by 
t he Sperry and Hut chins on C orporati on in 1896 and the 
same psychol ogic al appeal t hat spread trading stamps int o 
half of Amer ic a' s home s by 1917 are l argely· r esponsible 
for curr ent stamp popuJ. arity in Memph i s . The r et ail cli ­
mat e was different in the e �ly part of thi s  cent ury, 
however . Stamp st at us was influenced negatively by 
practice s of unethi c al st amp compani es ,  w ar s, depr essi ons,  
and lac k  of supermarket s and tr anspor t at i on facilit ie s . 
T oday modern supermarket s, gas ol ine  stat ions ,  cleaner s ,  
and other merc hant outlet s in Memphi s  g i ve st amps on a 
subst antial share of consumer inc ome . Mar ket c ondit ions 
of prosper ity, incr easing c ompet iti on, st andardi zat ion of 
ret ai l  out l et s, mor e automobile s per family, expanding 
populat ion, and legal acc ept ance of trading stamps have  b e en 
favorable influenc e s  in t he ris e  of st amps to t heir pr e sent 
st at us i n  t he nation and in Memphis . In t he nation, 
approximat ely $500, 000, 000 worth of trading stamp premiums 
( at r et ail value ) ar e  given for s tamps yearly, and approxi -
mat ely 15  per cent of all ret ail trade i s  made by stamp 
vend ing merchant s .  In  Memphis ,  approximat ely thr ee 
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hundred r et ailers are offering st amps, and approximat ely 
90 per c ent of all f amilie s collect them.  The tr end of 
st amp gain in popularit y  and s t abi lit y  has not been revers ed. 
New redemption c ent ers , lower stamp prices  to r et ai l  vendor s ,  
a legal vi ctory r or st amp inter e st s, and improved a dver ­
t i sing, selling te chnique s, and pr emium s el ect ion have 
built a sounder roundat i on r or the promot ion in Memphi s .  
I n  food and gasoline retailing particul arly, trading 
st amps have a stronger st at us in t he city than oth er  premium 
plans . Unles s t her e is a signiricant change in r et ail 
environment or a suc ce ssful ant i -st amp law, st amps should 
r et ain their pre sent promot ional standing and perhaps grow 
more import ant in ot her rield s or merchandising . 
II . LEGALITY 
T he exclusivenes s of trading st amps and their erre c ­
t ivene ss in r e-distr ibut ing are a  trade have stimul at ed 
ant i - st amp merchant s t o att empt restri ctive or prohibit ive 
legislat ion in almo st every st at e .  or t he hundr eds or laws  
att empted prohibiting or s everely re strict ing st amps,  mo st 
have be en declared unc onst itut ional in st at e  supreme court s .  
The att empt b y  Memphis merchant s t o  outlaw st amps wa s 
t ypical or past l egi slat ive errort s t o  exclude st amps rrom 
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the market . A not ed Memphi s  at t orney , backed by merchant 
t e st imony and merchant funds, succe eded in per suading 
the legi slatur e t o  pas s a pr ohibi tive t ax on stamp vendor s .  
Although the bill  was decl ared  unconstit ut ional exerc i s e  of 
polic e  powers and di s criminat ory legi slat ion befor e it w as 
effect ed , many merc hant s dis continued s t amps , b elieving the 
bill would pas s const it ut ionality t est s . Uncon st itutional 
case s of prohi bit ive l evi es  such a s  thi s ,  combined wit h  
other l ost  cases o f  fair tr ade suit s and e sche at l egi sla­
tion, have built a body of evidence att est ing t o  st amp 
legality and di scour aging furt her l egi sl at ive att empts . I t  
would b e  extremelf �ifficult t o  l egisl at e  st amps out of t he 
!Memphis market . 
I II . OPERATIONS 
Sinc e  st amp company or ganizat ion re quire s c onsider abl e 
leader ship and capit al , only st able c ompanies  have survived 
in Memphts 1 mat ur e  st amp mar ket . Stamp compani es , whi ch 
are g enerally eit her i ndependently owned or o wned by chain 
supermarket s, use principally the same operat ional met hods . 
They  buy premiums whol es al e , furni sh  ·adverti s ing mat erial 
t o  their r et ail  vendor s , and r edeem the st amps in t h eir 
r edempti on cent ers . Stamp companies in Memphis  sp ecify t hat 
their r et ail vendors issue one st amp for every full t en 
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c ent s worth of goods purchased at  ret ail , and enc our age 
their r et ailer s  t o  " push" the pr omotion by giving stamps 
wit h  every purchase . 
Re ali zing t hat a merchant with ( 1 )  a highl y  standard­
i·zed competit ive product , ( 2 )  a good l oc ati on on a main 
traffi c artery or in a shopping cent er near other non­
c ompetit ive retail er s  vending the  same stamp ,  and { 3 )  
a s mall share of  t otal are a  volume ha s the b es t  chance 
for s ucc e s s ; st amp company sale sme n concentrat e on selling 
ret ail ers with one or more of t he s e  advant age s .  Sup er­
market s  are acquir ed fir st ; then " s ide account "  merc hant s 
with l es s  volume busine s s  ar e persuaded to j oin t he pro­
gram .  High et hical st andards , quality premiums , and 
c entrally locat ed redempt ion c ent er s  ar e e ss enti al t o  
high redemption rat es and cont inued succe ss of st amp 
c ompanie s in mature market s ,  such a s  t he Memphis area. 
Compe tition among st amp c ompanie s has consider ably improved 
stamp operati ons in Memphis . 
R et ail ers should cons ider at ypic al plans and alt ernat ive 
plans befor e deciding to adopt s tamps . Ther e are fe w 
at ypic al stamp plans ( di s c olUlt gasoline plans ) in Memphi s ,  
and alt ernative plans , whi l e  usual ly l es s  expen sive and 
mor e easily c ontroll ed , gener al ly do not produc e volume 
incre ase s  equal to  thos e produced by a popular st amp plan .  
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If , however , a merchant doe s  not have a loc at i on or 
pr oduct adapt ab le to a st amp pl an ,  an alt ernat iv e pl an 
may b e  a bet ter investment for him. 
I V. EXTRA STAMPING 
T h e  pract ic e of extra st amping food produc t s  has 
become an import ant promoti onal as set for st amp vending 
food merchant s in Memphis . Groc ers are in a bett er po sit ion 
t o  benefit fr om extra st amping t han mo st ret ail vendor s 
becaus e of their variety of product s ,  their tr aditional use 
of l e ader s  to  at tract trade , and t heir volume of bus ine ss . 
T he maj orit y of t he gro cers int erviewed beli eved that 
extra stamp c oupons in the newspapers were more effect ive 
than equal cost pri ce  le ader coupons ,  and all wer e 
sat i sf i ed with th e result s of extr a st amping . E st imate s 
based on r ecords of both whole sale  and ret ail groc er s  
revealed that extra st amping had incr e as ed sal e s  o f  specifi c 
it ems s ignific ant ly ( over thirty time s normal sales  in 
many cases ) .  Grocers wit h a popular stamp , a l arge  volume 
of business , location near heavy c onsumer tr affic ,  and a 
knowledge of the many vari abl es that af fect extra st ampi ng 
probably derive greater proportionat e benefit s fr om extra 
st amping than grocers wit hout t hose qual if icat ions . T h e  
accept ance  and us e of the i t em consid er ed for extra st amping, 
the pricing policy used in conjunction with the promo­
tion, the advertising and display used to call attention 
to the item stamped, the number of extra stamps offered,  
and the total number of items extra stamped at the same 
time are important variables involved in successful e xtra 
stamping. Quickly consumed impulse items with a high 
mark-up (such as bakery products) sold particularly well 
when extra stamped. Extra stamps on a "staple" product 1 
however, such as sugar or flour , may be more effective 
than on the impulse items in attracting consumers to the 
store. Most grocers preferred to extra stamp those 
pr oducts selling between $ . 50 and $1. 00 with fifty extra 
stamps and to display all ext ra stamped items. 
Extra stamping through coupons in the newspaper can 
be used very effectively under present market conditions in 
Memphis to "pin-p oint" merchandise for movement and increase 
total store volume at the same time. Profitable private 
brands can be promoted and overstocking in specific products 
alleviated through extra stamping. Since food brokers and 
salesmen often pay part of the costs of this leader system, 
the idea when developed with an understanding of the many 
variables involved can lead to higher profits. 
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V • APPRAISAL 
T rading stamps, which have been a controversial 
promotion, are an important element in the American 
economy and affect the economic status of merchants, 
consumers, stamp company employees, and possibly com­
peting advertising firms . Quantitative studies and 
analysis indicate that trading s tamps have not signifi­
cantly increased (and in many cases have decreased) retail 
failures, retail prices, and marketing costs of premium 
merchandise. T hese studies, consumer acceptance, and the 
reversal of the stand of many large retail org�nizations 
from anti-stamp to pro-stamp, have given stamps a better 
environment al status in 1960. 
Merchants should understand and consider the advantages 
and the disadvantages of the promotion, their own particular 
qualifications for a program, and the basis for evaluating 
stamp plans available. The principal advantages of stamps 
are : ( l} They increase sales volume, ( 2 )  they increase 
good will, ( 3 ) they facilitate credit collections and (4) 
they prevent competitive imrnitation through exclusive agency 
agreements. T he principal disadvantages of stamps are: 
( 1 ) The costliness of the promotion, (2 ) difficulty of 
discontinuance, (3) problems involved in physical handling 
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of the stamps, (4 ) c omplication of ac count ing procedures, 
and (5 ) degeneration of peaceful competitive relation­
ships into retaliatory " wars" . Retailers before adopting 
a program should examine ( 1 )  their location, (2 ) their 
type of store, ( 3 ) their type of produc t, (4) their capacit·y 
for increased v olume, and ( 5 )  all alternative plans to 
stamps as well as stamp plans available. Stamp comp anies 
may be evaluated by their reputation, their popularity, 
their advertising for retailers, their contract with the 
retailer, and their redemption centers. 
Studies made by the Agricultural Marketing Service 
and Indiana University professors have indicated that 
stamps do not raise prices enough to nullify the gains of 
premium acquisition by consumers. Evidence has been 
presented, too, that stamps have not become a substitute 
for other forms of advertising--that stamps have had little 
effect on t he volume of other advertising ( excepting promo­
tional plans us ed to combat stamps) . 
The author feels that while stamps have considerably 
weakened the economic position of small appliance dealers 
and retailers in the food and gasoline f ields wlio have 
not had the qualifications to benefit from the promotion, 
they have considerably helped many retailers increase t heir 
volwne and operate more efficiently. Because stamps 
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provide psychological satisfactions and possible economi c 
gains to consumers, their popularity is justified. Stamps 
are a fair, legal, and competitively sound method of 
increasing sales in our economic system. 
VI . SUBJECTIVE CONCLUSION 
The trading stamp promotion( for stamp companies)is 
one of the cleverest businesses ever devised . Premiwn.s 
are paid for long before they are delivered, there are 
few credit problems, and· a third party helps perform the 
selling function and pays for the privilege. Few businesses, 
to o ,  have the "hold" that stamp companies have over their 
paying ac count s .  Retailers who have had volume gains know 
specific examples of customers who patronize the store 
because of stamps and all feel that to discontinue their 
st amp program would be difficult. 
It is easy to understand the resentment of many of 
the retail vendors. They work hard at their cash registers, 
creating a business for a third party who seems to enjoy 
great financial success, and who in practically all cases 
carries away the "lion's share" of the revenue obtained 
from the extra volume . He may rationalize that stamp 
company officials create no useful product, complicate 
customers' purchasing motives, and ship our money off to 
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other market ing ar e as . I t  is  difficult , t oo, for t hi s  
ret ail er to  analyze how far his demand curve has been 
shift ed t o  the  r ight by st amps and how far it has been 
shift ed by t he busine ss cycle ,  his per sonal it y, and hi s 
bett er  s ervic e s . When a c ompetitor acros s t he str eet 
puts up t he sign s  of a ri val st amp company, bot h  ret ail ers  
may f eel that they would be  " bett er off" if  st amps  had 
nev er come to Memphi s .  Bot h stay in t he pro gram, however, 
realizing it would be compet it ively  inexpedient to di s ­
continue . 
It is diffi cult for retail er s  wit hout st amps to  w�tch 
their former cust omer s enter the do or s  of compet ing mer­
c hant s .  It  i s  no wonder that these r et ailers joined 
the merchant s who had adopt ed st amps only as a defensive 
measure in c ontr ibuting funds to aboli sh st amps in Tennes see,  
even in t he face of t he overwhelming e vi dence of  past legal 
cases . 
It is also easy to under st and the st amp official ' s 
point of vi ew . He doe s  have a legit imate , profit abl e 
busine s s ,  and with  hi s st amps h e  is doing market ing wonders 
ror many ret ail ers . The c onsumers like hi s st amp s, and he 
regards  t he hug e crowds at t he red emption center and 
enthusi ast i c  letters of te stimony from merchant s as st r ong 
j ustificat ion of hi s po sit ion in t he ec onomy . He al so 
rationali ze s that he  has pro vided job s  for many people 
and incr eased t he volume of busine s s act ivity by incre asing 
transactions .  Be s ide s , he  lives under th e sh adow of gre at 
ri sks t hat stamps may fade from the compet itive pi ctur e  
through s ome c onc erted action of the ant i - st amp merchant s ,  
a gener al de crease in consumer inter e st , or a changing 
e conomic climate . His promoti on has  pas sed the t est of 
t he market place , the court s ,  scholarly evidenc e ,  and c om­
pet it ors  who a.r e cont inual ly pushing him t o  bet ter servi c e s .  
The c onsumer s in Memphis ar e  pleased . The housewife 
feels that she i s  being frugal and enj oys the sati sfaction 
of fi lling her book- -an obt ainable goal . Even if she thinks 
price s might b e  higher at stamp vending s t or e s , st amps 
pr ovide a way f or her t o  save - -t o  ac quir e  pr emiums she 
c annot afford- -or a subtle way t o  t ransfer val ue fr om 
man' s wall et t o  ladj ' s po cketbook. Extra  st amps h elp 
her do this even fast er . The children c an enj oy a movie 
or a bowl ing e ve ning by filling small "booklet s "  wit h 
st amps . The husband , who complains about hi s wife being 
duped by higher pric e s ,  oft en buys gasoline at st amp v ending 
servic e st ations to please her . 
Thes e , then ,  are  many of t he environment al attitude s ,  
motiv e s , and emot ions that affect  the st amp promot i on in 
Me mphi s . It i s , after all , att itude s that hav e shaped the 
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hi story of stamp s  and given them succ e s s  within t he 
framework of our pre sent r etail c limat e . C onsumer demand 
i s  law in our ec onomy . 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
PROPOSED TENNESSEE LAW 
" It em 106-A Trading St amps . E ach trading st amp 
company or agency doing busine ss of selling ,  di stribut ing , 
or givi ng away trading st amps or like devi c es in any 
cowit y  of th is  stat e , shall pay ,  per annum, in e ach 
c ounty in which said company or agency do es  busine ss , a 
privilege t ax of $600 . 00 .  Thi s shall in no wise apply 
t o  merchant s or manufactur er s  who i s sue and rede em the ir 
own coupons . "  
" It em 106-B . Ever y ot her p ers on ,  firm, or c orpor ati on 
who shall us e in , with , or f or t he s ale of any goods , war es ,  
or merchandi s e  any st amps , coupons ,  ticke ts , certif ic at es , 
c ards , or similar devi ce s which shall ent itle the  purchas er 
redeeming the same wi th such purchase of g oods , war e s , 
I 
or merchandi se  t o  proc ur e  from any pers on ,  firm,  or corpora-
tion any goods , wares , or merc handi se free  of charge , 
or f or less than the r et ail market pric e t here of , upon t he 
product ion of any number of said st amps , c oupons , t icket s ,  
cert ifi cat e s ,  cards , or ot her similar devi c e ,  s hall ,  before 
s o  using the same , for the privilege of doing such busine ss , 
pay t o  the st at e  for st at e  purpos es an amount e qual to  
2 per cent of the gr os s receipt s derived fr om t he s al e .  
Within the st at e  of T enne ss ee  of all goods , war e s ,  or 
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merchandi se  with the stat e  along with any st amps , c oupons ,  
tickets , c ert ific at es , cards , or other simil ar devi ces  
ar e  deliver ed t o  t he purc haser . Pr ovi ded , however , that 
the provi s ions of t hi s  sect ion s hall not apply t o  the 
using of any st amps , coupons , t icket s ,  c ertificate s ,  
cards ,  or other simil ar devic e ,  rede emable at their f ace 
value in cash or merc handi s e  from th e general stock of 
s aid merc hant at regular r et ail  pri ces  at t he opt i on of 
t he holder thereof ; and pr ovided , furt her , t hat the pr o­
vi sions of t hi s  act shall not apply t o  any coupon, t i cket , 
cert ificat e , c ard , or ot her similar devic e i ss ued by a 
manufacturer or pac ker or their agent s , fre e  of charge 
or for any re asonable  handling and mailing ·charge ,  or for 
arry product of said  manufact urer or pac ker fre e of char ge 
or at l es s  than t he retail pric e ther eof . 
Said t ax shall b e  payable and admini ster ed a s  provided 
in se ct i on 67-4315  thro ugh 67-4323 ( effective from and 
aft er August ,  1957 . )  
APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RETAIL GROCERS 
ON EXTRA STAMPS 
1.  A. ( Chain name ) stores put extra stamp 
coupons in their newspaper adver­
tisements each week . Do ·you some­
times put extra stamps on items 
yourself? 
Chain - K - B . S .  • N.T . - L. 
Location 
B. (If yes )  how often do you extra 
stamp items? 
(1)  Daily ( 2)  Weekly 
( 3) Monthly ( 4) Ot�er_(_S-peei:f'y 
Manager 
Size 
C.  (i:f' yes) For what main purpose? 
(1)  To promote non-f'ood item sales 
( 2) To promote high margin it ems -­
( 3) To move "slow movers" 
D. 
(4) As a leader to get more 
people in the store 
( 5) Other (Specify) 
(If yes) How di d you indicate to 
the customer that the product 
was extra stamped? 
(1) Tagged it at point of purchase 
( 2) Circulars 
--
( 3) Newspaper 
(4) Display 
( 5) Announced in store 
(6) other 
E. ( If yes } Were the results of your 
extra stamping satisfactory to you? 
Yes No Don 't know 
Why?{jiind out if satisfactory or 
· not tn sal es o:f' units or in customer 
count and probe for specific records 
or remembered examples : Items , number 
of stamps on items , movement over 
"normal. "  
2. Does the extra stamping bring trade into 
the store that would have otherwise 
been lost? 
Yes No Don 't  know 
Why?l'Probe tor examples ) --
---------
---------
S - M - L 
3. In making up a newspaper advertisement 
or a circular advertisement would you 
. include more extra stamped items than 
price leader s or ioore pri ce leaders 
than extra st amped it ems? 
(1 ) More pri ce leaders? 
( 2) More extra stamped items 
( 3) Don 't know 
(4) Other 
Why? (Probe--have � made up ana:cr-
like t hia? ) 
4. A. Do extra st-.mps move more of your slow 
l1l0ving , average moving, or fast moving 
merchandise in proportion to what you 
normally sell of that type "mover "? 
Slow Average Fast __ Don 't know 
( Probe:Any examples? ) 
B.  Would you rather have extra stamps on : 
a slow mover , an average mover , or 
a fast mover? 
Slow Average Fast Don ' t  know 
(Probe : Why? ) -- --
5. Would extra stamps move a private brand 
or a national brand more in proportion to 
the average sales of that type brand before 
it was extra st amped? 
Privat e National· Don •t know 
( Probe for reason ) --
--
6 .  A.  Which one of the following type product s 
would you put extra stamps on if you had 
to choose only one : Meat s ,  cereal s ,  canned 
goods , non-food product s ,  produce , bread 
and bakery product s? 
(1 ) Keats __ ( 2 ) Cereals 
( 3) Canned Goods_....._ (4) -no_n ___ f'ood 
pro duct s ( SJ Produce 
( 6 )  Bread and bakery prod-u-ct-s: __ 
B. What is your second preference? C .  tour third? 
(Probe : Why? ) 
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7 .  A.  How many extra stamps , 25 , 50, or 100 
would you put on an average it em selling 
for 50¢? 
25 __ 50 __ 100 __ Don ' t  know __ 
B .  Selling for $1 . 00  
25 __ 50 __ 100 __ Don ' t  know __ 
8 .  Fro m your experience with all extra stamped 
items and case movement s ,  how much more 
merchandise on the average would you say 
was moved over normal when 50 extra stamps 
were put on an item and adverti sed in the 
newspaper? 
Record exact answer 
(Probe : For reC0rds and specit'ic example s) 
9 . The week after extra stamps are taken off of 
an it em do sales of that item remain above 
average , drop down to average , or drop to below 
average (Average sales of that item before stamps ) 
Above average __ Average Below Average 
Don ' t  lmow 
-- --
10. A. When extra stamps were put on a particular 
brand item, how did this affect sales of 
brands in dir ect competition with that item 
during that time? 
(If necessary give exa.m.ple--Green Giant vs . 
Libby' s  peas ) 
Same Decreased __ Don 't know __ Other 
B .  ( If decreased) About how much? 
(Expressed in fractions or percentage ) 
ll . Which of the following do you think would be the 
best way and second best way of the following three 
ways to introduce a new fo od product , a 50 cent s ell er , 
to the public through grocery stores? 
(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
Display in the store with point of pur chase 
advertising. 
Newspaper ad with coupon worth ll ¢ toward 
purchase of the new product . 
Newspaper ad with coupon worth 50 extra stamps 
with pur chase of new product 
1 2 __ 3__ --
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B. (Ir 2) How much more effective is the 
price - reducti on over the extra stamps? 
{get respondent to express in ratio or 
percentage ) • 
C .  (Ir 3) How much more effective is  the 
extra stamping over the price reduction? 
D. Any specific example's? 
(Probe) 
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